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Justice, education, and the
Catholic imagination
BY KE ITH WAR N E R , 0 . F. M . A religious
vision of a sustainable future is less about
politics than ethics. It means drawing on deep
spiritual currents in the Catholic tradition-and
environmental concern as if people mattered.

Paul Locatelli Memory Book

22 Writing the Island

Read tributes by members of the Santa Clara
community, and share your memories:
www.scu.edu/locatelli.

AN ESSAY
IN WORDS
AND IMAGES
BY JOHN SEIBERT
FARNSWORTH
CHARLES
BARRY. A journey to the
Sea of Cortez-to paddle and dive, to hear
the island speak, to look carefully, to write, to
come home sunburned and transformed.
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Internet, we have a problem.
BY SAM SCOTT
'96. One fine winter day, Dan
Kaminsky '02 stumbled upon a hole in the Web that
could make for a hacker's field day. It wasn't a flaw
with a browser or a piece of hardware. It lay in the
foundation of the Internet itself.
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In Memoriam: Chancellor
Paul Locatelli, S.J. '60
A fellow Jesuit
reflects on the man, priest, and president who
profoundly touched so many lives at Santa Clara,
in Silicon Valley, and beyond.
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Online Class Notes are updated regularly.
Share your news (and photos, and links) today.
Above: Jenny Moody '07 and Brian Sullivan
celebrate their nuptials on the Mission campus.
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A leaf from the Mexican blue palm, Brahea
armata, on Isla Espiritu Santo in the Sea
of Cortez. Photograph by Charles Barry.
See more beginning on page 22.
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"Every time a fresh copy
of Santa C!arA_Magazine
shows up it's a pure
delight."
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EDITOR

ratitude and grief are the emotions that so manf of ~s f~el-though
not exactly in equal measure, truth be told, for m thmking about
the death of Paul Locatelli, S.J. '60 the sadness is indeed profound. A remarkable man died on the morning of July 12-priest and president and chancellor, brother and son and uncle-a man who, in 72 years,
accomplished several lifetimes' worth of good things. We feel gratitude for
all that he's done and who he's been for this place and the people who were
blessed to know him: at this university, among his families-the Locatellis
and his Jesuit brothers-as well as in the wider community of Silicon Valley
and around the world.
Seldom does one meet a man of such boundless energy, a fact that makes
the suddenness of his illness and death all the more shocking: In May he
learned that he had a tumor on his pancreas, and in July he was dead. And
then in the fading light of a July evening, 2,500 mourners gathered in the
Mission Gardens for his Burial Mass. It was a beautiful and fitting tribute,
and for the next issue of this magazine, we will bring together memories of
Fr. Locatelli shared by members of the Santa Clara community. We invite
you to share your thoughts and words as well, either by mail or online, at
www.scu.edu/locatelli.
This April, at an international conference in Mexico City, leaders in Jesuit
higher education saw firsthand what was taking shape as Fr. Locatelli's next
great endeavor as the Secretary for Higher Education for the Society of Jesus:
helping participants in this unequaled global network of educational institutions imagine what might be accomplished together, leveraging ideas and
resources from universities worldwide to address the challenges we share by
virtue of living on this planet. For the next issue of SCM, we had already
planned on exploring the ideas and discussions of that conference in depth. It
seems only fitting that the same issue will pair a look at this global effort with
personal reflections much closer to home.
But now, looking within the issue of the magazine at hand-covered by
an image that speaks to the elegant symmetry and beauty in this blessed
world-on page 48 you'll find Gerald McKevitt, S.]., offering his reflections
on the death of a fellow Jesuit. Throughout the following pages, we hope
you'll find the qualities of imagination and joy of discovery that define the
ongoing educational project that lies before all of us. Those are qualities Fr.
Locatelli certainly appreciated, particularly as they informed an understanding of what it means to work for social justice. At commencement ceremonies
two years ago, he offered the graduating class a few pieces of advice: "Turn off
your cell phone and laptop often .... Rather, spend time in solitude-reading
and listening to discover where your greatest desires lie." He also spoke of his
fondness for museums, galleries, plays, and photography, all of which, he said,
help him "see the transcendence and beauty of God on Earth, at one end of
the spectrum, and at the other, the mystery of human adventure that redeems
the pain of living and tragedy of dying."
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Every time a fresh copy of
Santa Clara Magazine shows
up it's a pure delight.
In the Summer 2010
issue, "The Historians"
interview by Ron Hansen
gave me pause to review
the collection of faculty
in the history department
and my days in O'Connor
Hall 25 years ago. These
guys were giants, professors
like Giacomini, O'Keefe,
Skinner, Pierce, Gelber,
Turley, McKevitt, Senkewicz,
Chacon, Molony, Mocsy,
Meyer ...
Forgive me if I've left any
instructor off this list-like
that inimitable and thoughtful guy whose name escapes
me-taught Western Civ
freshman year-still in late
'60s battle gear, flowing
hair, full beard, round, wirerimmed glasses, jeans, tweed
coat with elbow patches.
I know there will likely
never be a better lineup of
dedicated and talented historians, teachers, and people. And
I want to believe they will be
in the classroom forever.
STEVE

February/March, May/June, August/September, and November/
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Thank you,
professors

Managing Editor

2010

It was wonderful to see
the tribute to historians
Tim O'Keefe and George
Giacomini in the Summer

Santa Clara Magazine.
Ron Hansen captured
their accomplishments, enthusiasm,
sense of service, dedication, and scholarship. Might I add
examples of extraordinary
kindness and sensitivity.
In May 1966, Stanley
Thomas Bindoff, the chair
of history at the University
of London, gave a lecture at
Santa Clara. He also agreed
to conduct a small seminar;
Professor Giacomini invited
me to attend. What he saw
in a frightened 17-year-old
freshman English major, I'll
never know, but I jumped at
the chance.
I was obviously out of
place, as the other attendees were all senior history majors. But I soon
lost myself in one of the
most fascinating afternoons of my life. Professor
Bindoff presented us with
mimeographed copies of a
document he had recently
discovered: a list of names
from the 16th century. We
were to play detectives and
see if we could figure out
what it was; we could question Professor Bindoff, and
he would tell us what we
would find if we pursued a
certain path of inquiry.
We eventually determined it was a list of several
members of Queen Mary's
Fourth Parliament in 1555.
But what was its purpose?
Why was it drawn up in the
first place? More questions,
several dead ends. What
was going on in Parliament?

Who was this Sir Anthony
Kyngston at the head of the
list? The puzzle was coming
together for me, so I hazarded
a guess. A guess, yes, but I
had an ally, a special advantage as the youngest and
most forlorn of the afternoon
scholars. Mrs. Bindoff, who
attended the seminar, took
a protective interest in me.
As I started to explain my
conclusions, she assisted me
with almost imperceptible
facial hints.
"The list," I proposed,
"has to be one of two things.
Either it is a list that the
Spanish ambassador to
England drew up to see
who in Parliament would
vote against a 'Supremisy' or
'Exile' bill." Mrs. Bindoff's
eyes lowered in disapproval. "Or it is a list that Sir
Anthony Kyngston drew up
between Dec. 3rd and 5th in
order to count who would
support him if he called for
a 'Division of the House."'
Mrs. Bindoff's eyes smiled
with approval. "I think it
must be the latter," I now
confidently stated.
And so it was. Sir
Anthony had drawn his
sword and, with his friends,
he stood at the door of the
House of Commons on
Dec. 6, demanding a division
of the House. As a result, the
"exiles" bill desired by the
crown was rejected.
God, what fun!
Forty-four years later, it
took me about seven minutes
to locate the mimeographed
list of names we were given
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at that seminar. I have been
an amateur historian ever
since that magical afternoon.
Three weeks ago I participated in my first archaeological dig, trying to unearth the
remnants of the burial vault
that once contained the
bodies of Revolutionary
War heroes Generals Philip
Schuyler and Abraham Ten
Broeck, and first chaplain of
the House of Representatives,
William Linn.
Great teachers have subject mastery, enthusiasm,
tolerance, and patience.
And the best of the best
exhibit a kindness and
sensitivity that draw in
and encourage timid minds
just opening up to the
wonders of the universe.
Thank you, Professor
Bindoff. (He died in 1980.)
God bless you, Mrs. Bindoff.
And may the kindness of
George Giacomini be held
up as the gold standard that
all SCU teachers should
strive for.
KARL E. FELSEN

'69

Guilderland, N. Y.

Write us!
We welcome your letters
in response to articles.
santaclaramagazine.com
scmagazine@scu.edu
fax 408-554-5464
Santa Clara Magazine
Santa Clara University
500 El Camino Real
Santa Clara, CA 95053-1500
We may edit letters for style,
clarity, civility, and length.
Questions? Call 408-551-1840.
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~TIERS
Finding our
family in Haiti
Opening my mail the morning after returning from a
medical mission to Haiti, I
was pleased to see the two
features about this impoverished nation in the summer
issue of SCM. Law graduates
Robinett and Zazueta have
performed a service by
bringing to light the work of
Mario Joseph in pursuing
justice in the Raboteau massacre. As with the work of
war crimes tribunals, it is
important that justice be
pursued, even many years
later, and that these stories
remain in our collective
memory. As Haitians recover
from what many there simply call "the disaster," it is
also important that we avoid
focusing on the physical
devastation of the country.
The story is not the crushed
buildings and cars or even the
dead, but the crushed lives of
those that survived. Michael
Larremore's photo essay
captured the human dignity
of the Haitian people, their
grace and resilience.

As to the cynicism of
some "do-gooders," I would
admit-as a doctor myselfthat much of the volunteer
disaster response, including
short-term medical missions,
is of transient benefit to
the recipients. Nonetheless,
these trips serve as important
expressions of solidarity, one
of the core tenets of Catholic
social teaching. When we
bring soap and supplies, sensitive photography, or medical care to a place like Haiti,
we are affirming that we are
indeed one human family
and that we are responsible
for one another. Robinett
and Zazueta stayed in a
guesthouse named Matthew
25. That Gospel chapter sufficiently explains the motivation of many volunteers, the
call to see everyone as our
neighbor. The lives most
changed from volunteering
are our own.
It is easy to leave a place
like Haiti, but it is more
difficult to leave behind the
experience and the change
that occurs in one's heart.
Ms. Robinett indicated in
the article that she will be

returning to Haiti. I expect
that there is a return trip in
my future as well.
MICHAEL

GRADY '72

Silverton, Ore.

Forward, march!
Congratulations once again
on your splendid summer
magazine. I am not an alum,
but as a journalist I recognize
your magazine as one of the
best in the nation.
Particularly outstanding
was the powerful essay by
Martha Stortz on Santiago
de Compostela. I learned
more about the journey in
five pages than I did in the
book I read. I also enjoyed
the interview with professors
O'Keefe and Giacomini; that
was my era as a student. As
newlyweds, my wife and I
relished the friendship and
counseling of the late great
English teacher Father
Shipsey. Keep up the fine
traditions.
JOHN RUSSELL,
Past president
of the Association of
Catholic Journalists
Belmont, Calif.

Double Jeopardy!
Kudos to James Hill for
his successful stint on
the jeopardy! College
Championship. But did
you know that James' fellow
contestant, Ryan Stofferspictured in the "Who is
James Hill III?" article
photograph wearing the
UCLA sweatshirt-is no less
than the son of 1983 Santa
Clara Law School grad Kurt
Scoffers?
DANNY HERNS J.D. '83
San Jose, Calif.

I enjoyed the "Who is James
Hill III?" a·rticle in Mission
Matters. I, too, had the
recent pleasure of meeting
this poised young man and
his very nice and very supportive family at the College
Championships on jeopardy!
Why was I there? Well, the
young man on the left of
James Hill, in the UCLA
sweatshirt, is my son, and I
am a Bronco. My husband
is also a Bronco, law school
class of 1983. I am proud to
say our son came in second
place in the tournament and
won $50,000. Must be those
Bronco brains he inherited!
ROBIN STOFFER$

'80

Saratoga, Calif.

Steve Nash is, in
fact, not God

Oursummerwordcloud:Someof the stuff that appearedin the last issueof SCM.
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I understand that hyperbole
is involved in Brian Doyle's
letter in the Summer 2010
SCM regarding Steve Nash's
excellent performance as a
basketball player. However,
here we are with an alumni
magazine of a Jesuit university. One does not compare
a basketball player to God.
I know this may be oldfashioned. Bur, the letter,
even though it may be

tongue-in-cheek, is offensive. In years past, it would
be considered blasphemy.
Have we come so far negatively that it is acceptable to
publish in a Jesuit university
magazine that a sports figure
is equivalent to God? Is there
not a better way to acknowledge that Steve Nash is a
great basketball player?
PATRIC KELLY J.D. '76
Campbell Calif.

Nurturing what
you value
I read with interest the letter
by Michael P.Diepenbrock
in the Summer 2010 issue
of SCM, noting that he has
made no alumni gifts for several years because he doesn't
like the direction that SCU
has taken since he graduated
in 1966. I feel his pain. I
became increasingly unhappy
with my own alrµa mater
(Gonzaga University) over
the years. Mr. Diepenbrock
has every right to vote with
his feet, but I have a suggestion for him and for others
who share his dissatisfaction.
Mr. Diepenbrock
finds his alma mater too
liberal; I found mine too
conservative. A director
of giving asked what was
important to me, and if there
were any programs, clubs,
departments, or centers on
campus that were supportive
of my values. I now direct
all of my giving to Gonzaga's
Gay and Lesbian Student
Resource Center. I feel good
about giving back to the
institution that gave me so
much. I also like to think
that, in my own small way, I
am battling in a meaningful
and constructive manner
some of Gonzaga's recent
trends towards intolerance.

I encourage all disaffected
SCU alums to think deeply
about giving to their alma
mater in ways that will allow
them to actively support the
values they deem important
to the making of a truly great
university.
NANCY C. UNGER,
Associate Professor
of History, SCU

I just opened my magazine
and the first thing that
caught my eye was a letter
about SCU's "liberal bias."
Such letters are an embarrassment and, frankly, a
deterrent to my desire to
read further. (I already put
the magazine down.)
I appreciate your attempt
to show all sides of an issue.
In fact, as a result of my
Jesuit education, I expect it.
However, giving print space
to woefully uninformed persons whose own position is
so clearly extreme looks like
pandering to me.
If we're going to have a
discussion, at least let it be
an intelligent one. Anyone
who can believe, given all the
evidence, that "man-caused
global warming science is
being disproved" is not the
caliber of person that can
participate in that.
KATHLEEN

MCGILL

'84

Seattle, Wash.

Highlighting a proud
son of SCU
The Spring 2010 issue of
SCM includes review of
the new book Alleviating
Poverty through Profitable
Partnerships: Globalization,
Markets and Economic
Well-Being, which was coauthored by Dennis Moberg
of Santa Clara. Another coauthor is Scott Kelley '93.
Scott was a Bannan Scholar

"It is easy to leave
a place like Haiti,
but it is more
difficult to leave
behind the
experience and the
change that occurs
in one's heart."

as well as a three-sport athlete at SCU: football, rugby,
and volleyball. He is the son
of Thomas Kelley '58 and
Kaye Kelley, and he is currently a scholar, author, and
sometimes an athlete.
Scott serves as assistant
vice president for Vincentian
scholarship in the Office
of Mission and Values at
DePaul University. He
received a doctorate in theological ethics from Loyola

University Chicago and
his master's degree from
University of San Francisco.
Prior to graduate work, he
taught theology at Brophy
Prep in Phoenix, Ariz.;
English in Tokyo, Japan;
and he was a volunteer in
Pohnpei, Micronesia with
Jesuit Volunteers.
He lives in Chicago with
his wife, Julie, and beautiful
daughter, Ava.
Thank you for the opportunity to highlight a proud
son of Santa Clara.
TOM KELLEY '90
Lake Oswego, Ore.

The article
''Applyyourself" (Summer
2010 SCM) incorrectly
identified the Bill Hannon
Foundation as the William
Hannon Foundation. We
regret the erro1:
CORRECTION:

FEATURE
CONTRIBUTORS
Charles Barry ("Writing the island") is the University photographer at
SCU and his work regularly appears in these pages. We try to book
as much of his time as we can get away with.

John Seibert Farnsworth ("Writing the island") is a lecturer in environmental writing and literature with the SCU Environmental Studies
Institute. In addition to directing the Baja program, he serves as lecturer and faculty director in residence for CyPhi Residential Learning
Community, housed in Swig Hall. He is working on a book of creative
nonfiction called, tentatively, Writing Baja.

Keith Warner, O.F.M. ("Sustainability, justice, and the Catholic
imagination") is a Franciscan friar, a lecturer in SCU's Department
of Religious Studies, and the assistant director for education at the
Center for Science, Technology, and Society. His books include Care
for Creation: A Contemporary Franciscan Spirituality of the Earth
(St. Anthony Messenger Press, 2008), co-written with Ilia Delio, O.S.F.
and Pam Wood.
Sam Scott '96 ("Internet, we have a problem" and "The envelope
please ... ") got his first taste of journalism working for The Santa Clara
newspaper his senior year. Occasionally he regrets that 15 years later
those early efforts remain an Internet search away, but mostly, he's
delighted that the opportunity opened his eyes to a profession that
allows him to meet interesting people and ask endless questions. A
longtime news reporter, Sam is now a freelance journalist based in
San Francisco.

Gerald McKevitt, S.J. ("In Memoriam: Paul Locatelli, S.J. '60") is the
Ignacio Ellacuria, S.J., University Professor of History.
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COMMENCEMENT

Engage the world
From the crossroads between the Mission and the microchip,
the biggest graduating class ever sets forth.

T

he sun shone brilthe microchip and the
liantly on the lawn of
Mission intersect, surmised,
Buck Shaw Stadium
"It is hard to imagine a
for undergraduate combetter place to have prepared
mencement ceremonies on
you for the 21st century.
June 12, when 1,392 Santa
That's not easy for me to
Clara undergrads acquired
say .... I come from a city
all the privileges and responcalled Boston where we are
sibilities that come with
pretty proud of our institubearing an SCU diploma.
tions of higher learning."
Ken Hackett, president of
As for that fabled microCRSDirectorKenHackett
Catholic Relief Services
chip, Hackett said, it "might
(CRS), delivered a stirring address to
make people a lot of money," but
the assembled commencers-but first
in the larger scheme of things, "it is
he called for a round of applause for
worthless without the mission." The
the parents, grandparents, and assorted
Internet, he said, "will sell you anything
family members who had come to
... ideas and products, good and evil. It
witness the grand occasion.
has become one of the main recruiting
Hackett, assessing Santa Clara
tools for terrorists. Hate groups form
University's place on the Pacific Rim
many of its virtual communities. And
and its identity as a university where
though Facebook might keep you in
6
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touch with far-flung friends ... it has
become a terribly efficient mechanism
to bully classmates. My point is not
that this technology is evil. But nor is
it good. It is indifferent. It has no
moral sense."
Hackett was presented with an
honorary degree by SCU President
Michael Engh, S.J. Members of the
SCU community are no strangers to
CRS, the organization Hackett directs,
which provides humanitarian relief
and development assistance to the
poor and marginalized in more than
100 countries. CRS has responded
to humanitarian crises and disasters
such as this summer's flooding from
Tropical Storm Agatha, human trafficking in India, and the 2004 tsunami in
Indonesia. Inspired by a speech given at
Santa Clara by Peter-Hans Kolvenbach,
S.J., in 2000, when he served as superior general for the Society of Jesus,
CRS and SCU forged a partnership
several years ago; students Rebecca
Fox-Guttadauro '10 and Patrick
Schweiger '10 are among those who
have worked internationally with the
organization since then.

Hackett also pointed to the values
some graduating seniors have exemplified during their time at Santa Clara:
Michael Hayes '10, who traveled to
Honduras delivering medical supplies;
Sarah Bradley '10, who worked in
schools in India and Spain; and Anne
Murphy-Hagen '10, who journeyed
to Tijuana to help build a house. The
three students received the Nobili
Medal, the Saint Clare Medal, and the
Peter-Hans Kolvenbach, S.J., Award,
respectively.
•
Other 2010 honorary degree recipients this year included Bernard and
Barbra Osher, in recognition of their
enormous influence on higher education, integrative medicine, and the arts
through their philanthropy in the U.S.
and Sweden. Bernard Osher is the
founder and treasurer of the Bernard
Osher Foundation. Barbra Osher is the
chair of the Bernard Osher Foundation
and president of the Barbra Osher
Pro Suecia Foundation, and she is the
consul general of Sweden in California.
George Coyne, S.J., president of the
Vatican Observatory Foundation, was
also honored for his work in promoting
dialogue among philosophy, theology, and
the sciences. Steven Boyd Saum and
Deborah Lohse

G>

Reaching out ...
in Afghanistan or Silicon Valley
Along with picking up their diplomas,
graduates of SCU's advanced-degree
programs heard a story about the
Taliban this year. It was a real-life
Singingfor theiralmamater:fromleft,Jennifer
Sullivan'10,Veronica
Vilalta'10, P.J.Johnson'10

experience shared by Sakena Yacoobi,
an Afghan women's rights pioneer, who
spoke to the 800 students assembled
from the School of Engineering,
the Leavey School of Business, the
School of Education and Counseling
Psychology, and the Graduate Program
in Pastoral Ministries as part of the
graduate commencement ceremony on
June 11 at the Leavey Center.
Yacoobi founded the Afghan
Institute for Learning, which promotes
health and education for the women
of her native country; it also supports
human rights and leadership training.
She shared a personal experience of
when extremists visited her office, having discovered she had, years before,
started an underground school for girls
and boys, when the Taliban had outlawed schooling. Surprisingly, the men
came not out of animosity but seeking
her help. "'Our women are dying,"'
Yacoobi recalled them saying. "'We
want them to live. We want a school
inside Afghanistan.' This told me everyone has some goodness in them if we
work through our differences," Yacoobi
said.
Yacoobi's work
has focused on
women and children in refugee
camps. She urged
the graduates to
seek commonality in a world of
division because
in doing so "you
give a gift" both
to yourselves and
others, which she
said is the key to

SANTA

Newlydegreed:
At left, NickBenavides
'10
andLynseyAzzarella'10.At right,Graduate
Commencement
SpeakerSakenaYacoobi.

success. "I don't ask you to move to
Afghanistan ... but here in your home
town there are many, many things you
can do to reach out for others."
Liz Carney '11

G>

On to practice
On May 22, Miguel S. Demapan
J.D. '85 opened the 99th Law School
Commencement with a warm "Hafa
Adai," a Chamorro greeting from the
Northern Mariana Islands-where he
serves as chief justice. Standing before
the graduating class of 350, Demapan
spoke of the moral challenges facing
the legal profession, as profitability
and marketplace competition begin to
challenge the core values of practicing law: public service, loyalty, trust,
confidentiality, competence, and avoidance of conflicts of interest in a global
economy.
"The legal community now faces a
new reality in today's society, in which
firms are seen as business entities as
much, or more so, than as a practice,"
Demapan said. And he wondered,
"Can the maximization of profits coexist in a profession in which we owe
the highest duties to both the court
system and our clients?"
Demapan spoke as well of new,
positive challenges facing lawyers as
technology increasingly empowers
the public in the legal arena. "People
are now demanding more from their
courts than ever before. They are
more aware of their rights and what
government should be doing for them
and how their leaders should be held
accountable." Molly Gore '10 G>
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ENERGY

Power to the people
The Center for Science, Technology, and Society launches a defining ,
three-year proje.ct: pursuit of clean energy for the developing world.

I

n the office sh~ _shareswith Jeffrey
market for mobile phones," she says.
Miller at Nob1lt Hall, Radha
"In China, India, and Africa mobile
Basu leans fmward. "In much of
customers use solar-powered kiosks for
the developing world, they
charging. Nokia develops
don't have grid power," she
entirely new products just
says. "Underserved means not
for these markets.
served."
"We will see the same
A report released by the
with energy," she says.
United Nations in April backs
Remote parts of the develup Basu's sobering observation:
oping world might never be
Globally,
Globally, 1.6 billion people,
served by conventional grid
1.6 billion
one-quarter of humanity, lack
power: large, centralized
people
lack
access to electricity-which
base-load power plants feedaccess to
affects their health and keeps
ing a far-flung transmission
them trapped in poverty,
electricity.
grid. The developing world
said Secretary-General Ban
could be a laboratory for
Ki-moon, who requested
clean energy and alternative
the study.
fuel solutions we might never see in the
Confronted with the enormity of
developed world.
this global crisis-energy scarcity begetScaling social enterprise
ting poverty-Basu and Miller, implaAn overarching goal of the center
cable optimists, don't despair. The two,
for the next three years is to help
co-managing directors of the Center
deploy renewable energy to so-called
for Science, Technology, and Society
base-of-the-pyramid communities.
(CSTS), have inaugurated a three-year
Arriving at that goal required Miller
Clean Energy Sector Program that
and Basu to objectively assess what
combines Santa Clara's leadership in
the University could contribute. After
engineering and social enterprise with
all, SCU can't compete with the R&D
the school's Jesuit values in pursuit of
muscle of major research universities.
clean energy for the developing world.
Their answer: social enterprise, actBasu frames her optimism with an
ing as a bridge between Silicon Valley
analogy: the deployment of mobile
innovation and solutions being develphones in rural Africa and Asia, where
oped around the world. That means
landlines were never built. "The develleveraging alumni of the Global Social
oping world is now the highest-growth
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Benefit Incubator (GSBI) and the Tech
Awards-a network that spans the globe.
Since its launch in 2003, the GSBI
has trained and mentored more than
100 social ventures in developing countries. Miller and Basu estimate that
GSBI ventures have benefited more
than 10 million people in more than
30 countries. The program's chief aim
is to scale proof-of-concept ventures,
especially clean energy solutions, such
as off-grid power and light or biofuels,
for underserved markets.

Why three years?
When Basu and Miller settled on a
three-year arc for the Clean Energy
Sector Program, they decided that an
annual spring conference would be a
staple. '"One and done' will not work,"
Miller said. The April 22 Power to the
People inaugural conference attracted
a cross-section of 300 Bay Area
clean-tech and business leaders to the
Louis B. Mayer Theatre. There, in
her opening remarks, Basu noted that
multinational corporations expect
about 70 percent of the world's growth
over the next several years to come
from emerging markets, with 40 percent from China and India alone.
China has launched an initiative to give
every rural co~munity power within
the next six years. "Most off it will be
off-grid," she said.
Limited access to clean energy
afflicts rich countries, too, especially
among the poor-and one panel
focused on innovations that deliver
renewable energy to the Bay Area's
low-income communities.
Justin Gerdes

IS>

GLOBAL

EDUCATION

Building a network
like no other
In Mexico City this April, Paul Locatelli,
S.J. '60 brought together leaders of
Jesuit universities from around the
world to work on a modest goal:
shaping the future for a humane,
just, sustainable globe.

W

hen SCU Chancellor Paul
Locatelli convened an
international conference for
faculty and leaders of Jesuit universities
in Mexico City, April 22-24, he took
as his cue an observation familiar to
folks here on the Mission campus:
"Learning in a global context is
the future." As Secretary for Higher
Education for the Society of Jesus, a
position to which he was appointed in
2008, he recognized that technology
enables Jesuit universities around
the world to collaborate as never
before-and that there is a mutual
responsibility to address shared
concerns, such as poverty, sustainability,
and human rights.
The conference brought
together the largest ever gathering
of international leaders in Jesuit
education for "Networking Jesuit
Higher Education: Shaping the Future
for a Humane, Just, Sustainable
Globe," held at the Jesuit Universidad
Iberoamericana. Delivering a keynote
address was the Superior General of
the Society of Jesus, Adolfo Nicolas,
who built upon themes articulated
in a speech at Santa Clara University
a decade earlier by his predecessor,
Peter-Hans Kolvenbach, S.J. The
fundamental question Fr. Nicolas
offered: "How does this new context
challenge us to redirect the mission of
Jesuit higher education?"
While technology enables
unprecedented transnational
connections, Fr. Nicolas also noted
that it fosters "the globalization of

Celebrating
Mass:Abovefrom left,AdolfoNicolas,
S.J.,PaulLocatelli,S.J.,andCarlosMorfinOtero,S.J.
Left:Schoolchildrenfrom LiceaFrancoMexicano
singthe liturgy.

superficiality ... of thought, vision,
dreams, relationships, convictions."
In response, he said, Jesuit education
must "promote in creative new ways
the depth of thought and imagination
that are distinguishing marks of the
Ignatian tradition."
The conference marked the
launch of the Jesuit Commons
(jesuitcommons.org), geared to be a
virtual meeting place for individuals
and institutions to collaborate on
projects to benefit poor communities.
Educators also convened in working
groups around specific themes,
and the conference was meant to
inaugurate their ongoing work.
Representing Santa Clara were
President Michael Engh, S.J.,
part of the group on ecology and
sustainability, and chair of SCU's
Department of Religious Studies, Paul
Crowley, S.J., part of the group on
theology, science, and culture. Other
working groups included: markets,
inequality, and poverty; human rights
and civil responsibility; the intellectual
apostolate (i.e., educational in

SANTA

general); identity and mission; and
regional challenges.
In inviting educators to the
conference, Fr. Locatelli explained,
"As the only global network of
higher education in the world, Jesuit
higher education should seize this
opportunity and, at the same time,
accept its responsibility for helping
to fashion a more humane, just, and
sustainable world for all." No question
that the conference showed a largeness
of vision-pursuit
of the magis, in
Jesuit terms-that was the hallmark
of so much of Fr. Locatelli's work here
at Santa Clara. It applied on a global
scale both lofty ideals and practical
sensibilities, with a serious desire to
get things moving.
At the same time, the conference
underscores even more deeply the loss
that so many feel with Fr. Locatelli's
death in July. The meeting was meant
to launch new initiatives; what more
was in store-and how will that work
be carried on?
In the next issue of this magazine,
we'll look at the conference in
greater depth, including the speech
by Fr. Nicolas. In the meantime,
you can read or download the speech
at santaclaramagazine.com. SBS IS>
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New vice president for
Univers.ityRelations

W

ith the start of a new acaJim Purcell, who served as vice presidemic year, the University
dent for the past 14 years. Purcell will
welcomes a new vice
continue to work with the University
president for University Relations.
in a part-time capacity, assisting with
Robert Gunsalus will head fundraising
fundraising for particular projects.
efforts, government relations, alumni
While Gunsalus was here on
relations, and marketing
~---------~
campus this summer, he
and communications.
answered questions on
He comes to Santa Clara
"It changes
a number of topics.
from Humboldt State
Why he does
people's trajectories
University, where he
what he does:
served as vice president
in
life
more
In my 20s I became
for university advancecommitted to the cause
ment and as head of the
than just about
of higher education. It
university advancement
changes people's trajecfoundation.
anything else."
tories in life more than
"Robert's experience
just
about anything else.
in leadership, external
Helping
to fulfill the
relations, and fundraising, and his
mission
of
a
place
like
Santa Clara
understanding of how to orchestrate a
University-which
brings
together
successful campaign make him a great
not
only
the
practical
and
professional
addition to the leadership team at Santa
aspects
of
learning
a
trade,
but also the
Clara," noted SCU President Michael
personal
attributes
of
a
well-educated
Engh, S.J., in announcing Gunsalus'
human being, able to apply ethical
appointment.
thinking to careers, neighborhoods, and
Gunsalus follows in the footsteps of
families-is something that I'm very
excited about.

On rankings (given that he's worked at
Trinity University, which always seems
to be one spot ahead of Santa Clara
in the US. News & WorldReportlist):
It's nice when outsiders recognize the
quality of your institution by ranking
it highly in US. News & WorldReport
or Kiplinger'sor any one of the other
growing number of magazines that
do rankings. But I'll say this about
rankings: They're secondary. What's
really important is the mission of the
University and that Santa Clara is able
to fulfill its mission.
On soccer: I grew up in Oklahoma, a

fan of the Sooners football team, but
I ended up playing soccer in college,
and then coached for several years. I'm
looking forward to watching a lot of
the Broncos' games.
On how to pronounce his last
name: It's pronounced similar to the

traditional spelling of Gonzalez, only
with "s" sounds in place of the "z." I'm
told it goes back to the Inquisition:
Jews fled Spain, intermarried with the
Dutch, O's and Z's got changed to
U's and S's and a few /\s thrown in.
Then at Ellis Island, there was some
bad spelling, and some misspellings on
birth certificates .... My grandfather
was the last one to really take seriously
trying to change all of the records to
spell our name correctly, but it's set
now. Margaret Avritt 8

Name: Robert Gunsalus
Age: 44
Education: B.A. in theology from Oklahoma Wesleyan University;
M.A. in political science from North Carolina State University; Ph.D. in
political science from Purdue University with minors in higher education
administration and theory, political economy, and political theory.

Experience: Vice President for University Advancement at Humboldt State
University in Arcata, Calif., and executive director of the Humboldt State
University Advancement Foundation; Associate Vice President for University
Advancement at Trinity University in San Antonio, Tex.; Executive Director of
Development at Seattle Pacific University in Seattle.

Family: His wife, Aejung Gunsalus, is a psychologist by training. They have
three children, ages 4, 6, and 8.

Alumni, take note: He served as president of the alumni association for
his undergrad alma mater. Justine Macauley '10
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ADMINISTRATION

Provost transition

A

fter nearly four years as SCU's
chief academic officer, Lucia
Albino Gilbert stepped down
from her position as provost and vice
president for Academic Affairs effective
June 30. She is on leave this year
and plans to return to campus as a
professor in psychology and counseling psychology at the beginning of the
2011-12 academic year.
During her tenure, the University
completed a
major portion
of the WASC
Comprehensive
Review for
Re-accreditation,
implementation of the new
Core Curriculum,
and preparation
of the 2010-15
LuciaAlbinoGilbert
Strategic Plan,
which will be presented to the Board
ofTrustees for review in October
2010. President Michael Engh, S.J.,
singled out as among her contributions:
the University Council on Inclusive
Excellence, formed to develop and
implement campus diversity initiatives;
the LEAD Scholars Program for firstgeneration college students; formation
of the Data Integrity Task Force and the
use of data to inform decision-making;
the Office of Research Initiatives to
develop and support strategic research
initiatives; the Writing Hub, formed
to strengthen the culture of writing
throughout the University community; hiring new deans for the School
of Engineering and the Leavey School
of Business; working closely with the
college and school deans in the area
of faculty hidng and retention; and
the academic integration of the Jesuit
School of Theology as a school of Santa
Clara University.
A committee has been appointed to
search for a new provost. Don Dodson
-who has taught and served in the
SCU administration since,1977, most
recently as senior vice provost-is
serving as interim provost. SBS 8

HOUSING

Townhouse living
comes to SCU
Starting in fall 2011, upperclassmen and graduate students will be able to
enjoy independent townhouse living at 1260 Campbell Ave., a stone's throw
from Schott Stadium. Construction is under way on a new gated community
that will be home to 11 three-story buildings spread over five acres. Units
come in fully furnished one-, two-, or four-bedroom varieties. Each will have
a gourmet kitchen with granite countertops, stainless steel appliances, air
conditioners, laundry facilities, and a patio or balcony. Rent will include all
utilities, cable TV, and Internet access. Students will also be able to partake
in community activities on the volleyball and bocce ball courts within the
complex. Mansi Bhatia 8

~ruSoapshot:196
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0 Levi's jeans allowed to be
worn on campus
1 Catholic chaplain for the
U.S. Olympic team returning to
Santa Clara from the games in Rome

$5 application

fee

18 permanent buildings
$40 average cost for books
215 undergraduate degrees conferred
$400 per semester for tuition and
fees
Bird's-eyeview: TheMissioncampus50 yearsago.

2,325 students enrolled
$4,100,000 of new construction
in progress
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Varsity4G
Four generations of sporting Bedollas
BY SAM

SCOTT

'96

W

hen Kimberly Bedolla '10
sank the final putt to win
the Santa Clara County
Women's Golf Championship in
August 2009, nobody was more surprised than she was. After all, she had
only picked up the sport her senior year
of high school.
From the beginning, she brought
dedication to the game. Prepping for
her lone high school season, she swung
till her hands blistered, taped them up,
and swung some more. She zeroed in
on Canada College, the only Bay Area
community college with women's golf,
before choosing Santa Clara-where
she just made the traveling squad.
But Bedolla's golf was more effort
than excellence. She had never broken
par, never hit lower than 70, and never
found a way to focus in competition
like she could in practice. Then came
the county championship, where she
slipped into a groove disrupted only on
the final green.
She finished with a 69, three shots
under par-her best round ever. Not

TwoBedollaMen:Above,Ernest"Turk"Bedolla
onthe 1923footballteam,top row,thirdfromleft.
Left,CharlesBedollain the center.

halfback, Turk once threw a 65-yard
touchdown for Santa Clara. He could
smack the baseball with the skills
of a major leaguer. Indeed, he could
Bronco
Hine_
Battles
Pacific
HereSaturday
well have gone on to a pro career
if it weren't for family objections.
bad for a woman who was hitting well
His mother dismissed ball players as
a bunch of tobacco-chewing, boozeinto the 100s a few years earlier. But
swilling bums. Instead, Turk settled
then Bedolla apparently has athletic
down to life as a farmer and police
genes to draw upon. She is the fourth
judge in Salinas, though he continued
generation of her family in a row to
to play semi-pro ball for decades.
play varsity sports at Santa Clara.
The grand Turk
Her father, Kevin Bedolla '73, J.D.
'76, played golf. Her grandfather,
Charles Bedolla '50, starred in baseball. And her great-grandfather played
practically everything. The late Ernest
"Turk"Bedolla '25, J.D. '26-a
member of SCU's Athletic Hall of
Fame-was a baseball, football, and
track star who once won the pentathlon
in an Olympic trial.
The streak of family athletes is
now a source of pride, though Kevin
Bedolla-an attorney who serves on the
law school alumni association board of
directors-jokes that it's been downhill
from its start. That's debatable, given
his daughter has more holes-in-one in
five years than he has in nearly 50. But
there's no question that Turk Bedolla's
accomplishments are unparalleled.
In addition to playing sports, Turk
moonlighted as a jazz pianist playing
local clubs with classmate and future
Hollywood star Lloyd Nolan '25. As a
Swingfor the green:KimberlyBedolla'1O

Triple duty
By the time Charles followed in his
father's footsteps to Santa Clara, World
War II had just wound down. The
University's baseball team was a motley mix of fresh-faced teenagers and
world-traveled vets, including Charles'
brother, Ernest Bedolla II '50, who
had been pulled into the Navy while
still in high school.
At the time, tuition, room, and
board (including laundry) cost $250 per
semester, Charles recalls, and the team's
practice field appeared to have been
made for just such a bargain. The infield
was carved into the football field, which
was circled by a track that ran through
the outfield. A flyball would soar over
the fields of three sports.
It was, in other words, nothing like
the baseball team's splendid modern
digs-though Charles can lay some
small claim to the transition. After
military service cut short his fledgling pro baseball career, he returned
to Santa Clara to coach, recruiting
Stephen Schott '60, who would
become a real estate magnate and
owner of the Oakland .Ns.It was the

best thing he did as coach, Charles
jokes. Schott funded his namesake stadium, which opened in 2005.
War also colored Kevin Bedolla's
time at SCU. Protests against the
Vietnam War shut down campus during his freshman year, sending students
home to an early summer vacation.
In 1970, draft numbers were high on
everyone's mind, he says.
But mostly SCU felt sheltered from
the storms of the day. Kevin was more
occupied with shooting pool in Benson
and playing golf, an addiction since
his days as a kid sinking tin cans in the
backyard to use as holes. SCU's team
was then a small-time, no-scholarship
affair. And long before Tiger Woods,
the sport earned little interest among
his male peers-and even less among
women. "It wasn't helping dating,"
he says.
But golf's solitary challenges
grabbed him then as they grab his
daughter now. Despite her struggles in
the 2010 season to replicate last summer's success in collegiate tournaments,
Kimberly, who graduated with a degree
in communication, says she'll play golf
for the rest of her life.
Whether that will inspire a fifthgeneration scholar/athlete is, of course,
a question for far into the future. But if
one does, Charles Bedolla says it will be
because of one thing.
"The guy who works the hardest
is the one who performs the best," he
says. And the gal. G>

AWARDS

Denise Levertov
Award for Ron
Hansen M.A. '95
From the mysticism of
his novel Mariette in
Ecstasyto the tapestry of
biography and tragedy
woven in Exiles,Ron
Hansen M.A. '95 has embraced spiritual struggles in his fiction in a way that
has earned him recognition as one of
the leading Catholic writers in America.
This May, in acknowledgment of his
sustained and serious engagement with
the Judeo-Christian tradition in prose, he
was presented with the Denise Levertov
Award by the journal Image and Seattle
Pacific University. Hansen is the Gerard
Manley Hopkins, S.J., Professor of Arts
and Humanities at SCU and the literary
• editor of this magazine. SBS G

Dragoslav
Siljak shows
well-organized
complexity can take
you to the stars.
Complex systems are
everywhere: from electric power networks
to economics, from transportation
networks to space exploration vehicles.
The more sophisticated the systems
get, the more difficult they are to
control. But as Dragoslav Siljak has
shown through his research and writing over the past half century, distributed intelligence and decentralized
control can take you far; his control
design for spacecraft was integrated
into the Saturn V rocket that carried astronauts to the Moon. For
Siljak's prolific and profound contributions to the field, this July he
was honored with the Richard E.
Bellman Control Heritage Award.
Siljak holds the Benjamin and
Mae Swig University Chair for the
School of Engineering, and he's
taught at Santa Clara since 1964.
Along with achievements in science,
Siljak claims water polo greatness:
Playing with the Yugoslav national
team, he garnered a silver medal at
the 1952 Olympic games in Helsinki,
a water polo world championship in
1953, and a fourth-place Olympic finish in 1960. Jon Teel '12 e

National recognition
for ace photographer
Charles Barry
Longtime SCU Photographer
(and SCM mainstay) Charles
Barry was honored this summer on the national stage
by the esteemed University
Photographers' Association of America:
first place in the Viewbooks category (for
the publication that goes out to prospective SCU students) and second place for
Publications Covers for the Summer '09
SCM. The awards were presented at a
symposium held in Big Rapids, Mich., in
June. Sean Lenehan G
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Notes on civility in
a fractured society
James Leach, chairman,
National Endowment for the
Humanities and former GOP
Congressman, came to the
Mission campus on April 6
to deliver the annual Regan
Lecture. Here are excerpts.

than good etiquette. At its
core, civility requires respectful
engagement: a willingness
to consider other views and
place them in the context of
history, philosophy, and life
experiences.
Vigorous advocacy should
never be considered a thing
to avoid. Argumentation is a
social good. Indeed, it is a
prerequisite to blocking tyranny
and avoiding dogmatism.
Rather than policing language,

any election. In politics there
are few rules and no referees.
The public must be on guard
and prepared to throw flags
when politicians overstep
the bounds of fairness and
decency. As athletes compete
to win, they learn to respect
their opponents. Is it asking too
much for candidates and their
supporters to do the same?

the goal should be to uplift the
tenor and tone of debate and
infuse it with historical and
philosophical perspective.

Sports journalist Grantland
Rice famously observed that
winning and losing are less
important than how the game
is played. Likewise in politics.
The temper and integrity of
the political dialogue are more
important for the
W EB
cohesiveness
(M
of society than
Read and hear Leach's speech in its
the outcome of
entirety at santaclaramagazine.com
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Three Fulbrightsfor
poli sci grads of 2010
Destinations: Poland, Indonesia, and Germany

written on political attitudes among
Polish youth immediately after the fall
of communism, much less research has
been done on current attitudes.
Curry has held severalFulbrights
herself, including the first undergraduate
Fulbright behind the Iron Curtain at the
University ofWarsaw. "It opened my eyes
and a lot of doors," Curry notes. She
hopes this pioneering fellowship will
do the same for Williams, especially at a
time when "Poland is coming to grips with
what democracy reallymeans," Curry says.
Curry was also the inaugural
Fulbright Distinguished Chair in
Eastern European Studies in Warsaw
in 2003-04, and she has returned
nearly every summer since to teach
in the summer program. One graduate of the Centre for East European
Studies (and former student of Curry's)
is now studying at SCU-Gulmonjon
Azimov '14, who is from Uzbekistan
and is completing a joint J.D./MBA.
Islam and Indonesia

T

his fall Megan Williams '10
becomes the first American to
study at the prestigious Centre
for East European Studies at Poland's
University of Warsaw. The center serves
as a unique bridge to the East, bringing together Polish students and young
scholars and activists from all over the
former Soviet Bloc, as well as from
Western Europe.
Williams is researching how Polish
young people see politics and their
country's future-and why the nationalist (read: anti-EU) and Catholic
political parties get so much support.
She begins her work at a turbulent time
in Polish politics, following the death
of President Lech Kaczynski, numerous
political leaders, and scores of others in
a horrific plane crash in Russia in April.
The tragedy piled national grief atop
historic tragedy; the plane was carrying travelers to the Karyn Forest, where
thousands of Polish officers were murdered by Soviet forces in World War II.
Poles now have a new president,
Bronislaw Komorski, from the ruling
center-right Civic Platform party. In a
14
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Fulbrights
leftto right:JenniferMock,JackMahoney,
andMeganWilliams

summer runoff, he defeated the dead
president's twin brother, Jaroslaw, who
previously served as prime minister
and is now the standard-bearer for the
conservative Law and Justice Party.
Analysts predict a strong showing by
the right in next year's parliamentary
elections. In the meantime, a cross
honoring the slain president has been
erected in front of the presidential palace and is guarded by young Catholic
"scouts" who have resisted allowing the
cross to be moved to a nearby church.
Williams' interest in Poland was
piqued by a trip she took (through
SCU's London program) to Gdansk,
where the Solidarity movement began.
She was struck, she said, by the fact
that "the movement ended up having
such a profound impact on not only
Poland, but the entire Eastern Bloc." At
SCU she took a class on post-communism with Professor of Political Science
Jane Curry, a scholar on Poland and
politics in the former Communist bloc,
and learned that while much has been
2010

Thanks to a Fulbright Teacher
Assistantship Award, John "Jack''
Mahoney '10 has already headed for
Indonesia to teach English at one of
the country's pesantrens,or boarding schools. It's his second visit to
Southeast Asia; he studied in Vietnam
during his sophomore year.
Mahoney became fascinated with
Islam after a course with Professor of
Religious Studies David Pinault. For
his senior thesis, he wrote on Islam's role
in the democratization of Indonesia.
While teaching, he plans to research the
intersection of Muslim youth culture
and Western identity. Recent economic
growth makes the country a fascinating
place to observe rapid change and its
effects, Mahoney says.
Teaching English in Bavaria

Jennifer Mock '10, a double major
in German and political science with
minors in international studies and history, will be teaching English to middle
or high school students in Burghausen,
Germany. It's a return of sorts for her
too; during her junior year, Mock traveled to Freiberg for language study and
to examine the foreign and economic
policy, history, integration, and current
status of the EU. MG Gt)
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The song remains the same
Dusting off a World War II-era tune by one of Santa Clara's own

F

red Lico '49 has long forgotten
what exactly inspired the wistful lyrics to "There Santa Clara,
There With You." Indeed, he might not
even have remembered writing the song
had he not attended his 60th reunion
last fall.
At that reunion, though, classmates
asked whatever happened to the tune
Lico once played on piano and crooned
on campus. That sent Lico rummaging
in his basement, looking through old
boxes and files. And there, stashed away
for generations, he found the words
and music to the vocal jazz harmony
he'd written shortly after returning to
SCU from World War II. While Lico
remained foggy on what had moved
him to write the song, he was clear
on one thing: He had crafted a pretty
darned good tune.
Lico went looking for a second
opinion. He tracked down Ryan
Brandau, Santa Clara's recently hired
director of choral programs. Brandau
sat down at a piano, tinkered with the
song, and pronounced his firm
agreement: Not only was it good, but
Brandau wanted to include the piece
at the Santa Clara University Concert
Choir's spring concert.
Brandau was planning the concert
around the themes of war and peace,
and Lico's lyrics were right in tune
with that. Lico had entered Santa Clara
in 1942, staying only a year before
joining the Navy for three years for
another kind of schooling, which culminated with him steaming on a troop
transport ship toward the planned
invasion of Japan.
"We were in the Pacific when the
bomb dropped," Lico says. "I was
supposed to hit the beach with the
Marines with a radio on my back."
For Brandau, such biographical
details added poignancy to the lyrics
that Lico wrote soon after returning to
Ticklingtheivories:Composer
FredLicowith
choraldirectorRyanBrandau

the Mission Campus:
So ring the Mission bells
Ring loud the campus bells
Call back the sons we knew
Back, back to you.
Brandau set about arranging the
melody into an a cappella piece for
the Concert Choir, including women's
voices-though Lico would hardly
have imagined that when he wrote the
song. Lico was just as eager to see Santa
Clara's changed makeup reflected in
the song, changing "sons" in one of the
lines to "friends."
Working on the song was a return
to an old passion for Lico. As a young
man, he was talented enough on the
keyboard that he could walk into
nightclubs and give a breather to grateful pianists-then ubiquitous in club
orchestras. Shortly after graduating
from Santa Clara, he earned
an extra few days at a
swank holiday resort
after the hotel's band
leader heard him play
piano at an amateur night
and asked him to fill in.

Music, though, progressively played
less of a role in his life as he focused
on running the family business, the
San Martin Winery. But at 86 years
old, with his best playing days long
behind him, Lico showed he still had
an ear for music this spring. After
hearing Brandau's initial arrangement,
he suggested the song be lengthened into two sections: one with the
choir together, the other with solos.
Brandau readily agreed.
The final product was unveiled
May 7 as the concert choir debuted
the piece at a concert in the Mission
Church titled "ReconciliationsMusic of War and Peace." Lico's song
was performed alongside the music of
Handel, the words of Walt Whitman, and
tunes by Rodgers and Hammerstein.
Brandau notes that meeting Lico
helped the students capture the
warmth of the lyrics and melody. And
he hopes it's a tune they'll be singing
again. ss e
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A religious vision of
a sustainable future
is less about politics
than ethics. It means
drawing on deep
spiritual currents in the
Catholic tradition-and
environmental concern
as if people mattered.

Keith

Douglass

Warner,

O.F.M.

few years back, I was halfway through my lecture on the
ecological theology of Pope John Paul II when I noticed
one of my students staring at me with his mouth open
in disbelief. Waide Hicks '06 had a dazed look on
his face, so I asked him if he had a response. After a
moment he blurted out: "I have been concerned about
the environment all my life, and this is my fourteenth
year of Catholic education. Why has no one ever told
me they were connected?"
This is the kind of question I field regularly from
audiences of all kinds-in parishes, at workshops, and in the classroom. Pope
John Paul II gave more than 30 formal talks that addressed environmental
protection, and at least four that were dedicated to this theme, yet few U.S.
Catholics have heard of them. It's not surprising, because conventional and
Catholic media have done a very poor job reporting the environmental teachings of the Church. But in fact, in 1979, John Paul II named St. Francis,
the founder of my order, the patron saint of environmental education, and
that is why my ministry is religious education about the environment at this
Franciscan mission, now known as Santa Clara University.
Creation is ethically significant in its own right-regardless of how it
benefits humans. The ecological crisis is a moral crisis for humanity. Those
sentiments are at the heart of the World Day of Peace message issued by John
Paul II in 1990. That message, The EcologicalCrisis:A Common Responsibility,
marked the official end of the debate about whether Catholics should be concerned about the environment and shifted discussion to how Catholics should
express their care for creation.
Drawing from the creation story in the Book of Genesis, the Pope described
humanity as having an inherent ethical responsibility to steward the Earth.
Science and technology could be used to help us in exercising stewardship, he
observed-but he pointed to many examples in which humans have used these
foolishly, and thus caused great harm. Reflection on this, he wrote, "has led
to the painful realization that we cannot interfere in one area of the ecosystem
without paying due attention both to the consequences of such interference in
other areas and to the well-being of future generations." To remedy this, he recommended that all human beings-and especially Catholics-conduct a serious
moral reflection on our shared moral responsibility to care for God's creation.

A distinctly Catholic
contribution
The year after Pope John Paul II's message on The Ecological Crisis, the U.S.
Conference of Catholic Bishops issued
the pastoral letter Renewing the Earth:
An Invitation to Reflection and Action on
Environment in Light of Catholic Social
Teaching. The bishops grafted their
moral vision of the environment onto
recently articulated discussions of economic justice, and they interpreted the
Pope's teachings in a more specific way
for an American audience. Renewing the
Earth proposes a "distinctly Catholic"
contribution to addressing environmental crises. It frames environmental
ethics with classic Catholic social teach-

"No child should
have to worr;y
about the safety of
the air they
breathe in the
classroom or on
the playground."
ing themes: a sacramental universe, a
consistent respect for human life, common good, solidarity, and concern for
the poor. In keeping with John Paul
II's vision, it presents stewardship as
human responsibility; but more than
papal statements, it emphasizes the
interdependence of socioeconomic
justice and environmental justice.
What do I mean-and what do
the bishops mean-by environmental
justice? Stated simply, it is environmental concern as if people mattered.
It is environmentalism where people
live, work, and play. No one should
have to experience toxic pollution in
their home or be exposed to dangerous
environmental hazards in their workplace, whether field or factory. No child
should have to worry about the safety
of the air they breathe in the classroom
or on the playground. Environmental
justice incorporates social justice values with environmental protection by
making the poor and marginalized the
object of special concern. Its power lies
18
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in its appeal to a fundamental ethic of
fairness: that it is unjust for politically
marginalized, low-income communities
of color to suffer such a heavy burden
of polluting activities. Consequently,
environmental justice concerns are
always embedded in a broader vision
for social justice in society.
Environmental justice brings ethical analysis to bear on the social justice
dimension of our relationship with the
environment. Drawing from Biblical
notions of justice as "right relationship," theologians have shown how
this vision of justice also applies to
the relationship between humans and
the Earth. Justice, from a Biblical
perspective, imposes duties on those
with power and resources to care for
people who are vulnerable (the widow,
orphan, migrant), but also to care for
the land and all creatures that depend
upon it. From a theological perspective,
justice is a quality of relatiOD;Ship,not
the outcome of a legal process. This is
a broader understanding of justice than
legal or economic human rights. The
Hebrew scriptures envision justice as
the right relationship between all created things: human, nation, animal, and
element. Creation stories from Genesis
describe human beings as having the
moral responsibility to care for the
Earth on behalf of the Creator, reflecting the love God shows for the Earth.
In the 1980s, churches with a particular focus on civil rights realized
that communities of color had to bear
an unfair burden of pollution, toxic
waste, and dangerous industrial work.
To make matters worse, these poor
neighborhoods were generally ignored
by public environmental regulators as
well as conventional environmentalists.
These injustices were initially described
as "environmental racism." Drawing
from public health, labor, and community organizing efforts, the civil
rights church leaders were the first to
use the term "environmental justice" as
a positive vision for action to protect
poor communities of color. The U.S.
Catholic Bishops began use of this term
concurrently, which has led to occasions
of confusion-even, I would venture to
say, among readers of this magazine.
The environmental justice movement, which began as anti-toxics activ-
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ism to fight environmentally caused
illnesses, now works to create positive
economic alternatives for underserved
communities. Many nonprofit and community groups actively recruit forms of
economic development that are environmentally and socially responsible.
"Clean technology'' is a broad set of
energy, transportation, and manufacturing enterprises designed to dramatically
reduce resource use and pollution. Many
of these businesses provide "green jobs,"
or green-collar jobs, for working-class
people, often from neighborhoods with
a history of pollution.
With that sensibility and history
informing it, the most dynamic expression of American Catholic environmentalism has been a series of regional
initiatives, bringing a Catholic social
vision to bear on local issues through
lay civic engagement: in Appalachia,
the Columbia River Watershed, New
Mexico, and more recently in the dioceses of Stockton and San Jose, Calif.
These programs offer ethical principles
from the Catholic tradition to guide
our treatment of the environment, and
a vehicle for deliberating the difficult
moral choices we face regarding environmental protection. These are relatively small and poorly known due to
the few resources allocated to them, but
they portend increased public engagement with environmental concerns by
U.S. Catholics. They weave Catholic
social teaching with environmental
justice themes into parish educational
initiatives.
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The Sacraments in the
Catholic imagination
At their best, religious traditions inspire
us to love God, our families, our communities, and the world. How do we
grow in love and gratitude if not by
recognizing what we have received from
God, our families, our communities,
and the Earth-and by giving thanks
together? This is the essential meaning
of the Eucharist in the Catholic tradition: to give thanks to our Creator for
all we have received. The ritual expresses
a much greater reality than words alone
can convey, and this is the secret of the
Catholic imagination.
The term Catholic imagination has
an interesting history; it was coined by

--~
....
_______
,,_,

Green diocese
n February 2009, the Diocese of San
Jose partnered with Catholic Charities,
the Presentation Retreat and Conference
Center, and SCU to create the Catholic
Green Initiative of Santa Clara County. The
goal: Educate Catholics in the diocese on
ways to save energy and water at home
and at work, and formulate a "green vision"
for the diocese. To date, five parishes
have placed more than 5,000 solar panels
on rooftops, parking lots, and unused
acreage at a cemetery. The initiative also
encourages Catholics to commit to the St.
Francis Pledge, a promise to reduce one's
carbon footprint in order to relieve pollution
pressure from those less fortunate. JM

I

Teilhard in town
hile Pierre Teilhard de Chardin's
writings were once suppressed
by the Church, his work in
paleontology and in theology reveal a
fascinating intersection of science and
religion-including a metaphysics of
evolution. This French Jesuit also advocated
an emerging global consciousness-part
of what he saw as a forward movement of
spiritual energy toward what he called the
"omega point"-and that concept takes
on compelling new dimensions in our age,
when technology and biology increasingly
converge. On Nov. 18-21, admirers and
critics of Teilhard will convene on the
Mission campus for a national conference
on Pierre Teilhard de Chardin for A New
Generation, and the public is invited. The
conference is jointly organized by the
Religious StJdies Department and SCU's
Jesuit School of Theology. Find out more at
teilhardforanewgeneration.com. JT

W

priest and sociologist Andrew Greeley
to convey the belief that the material
world can bring us into intimate relationship with God. The Catholic imagination is particularly powerful because
it conveys a worldview enchanted
with religious and moral meaning. It
thus provides a shared story in which
Catholics can participate to find their
purpose in life, in their families and
communities, in their work and play,
and in their dreams and sorrows. The
Catholic imagination proposes a vision
of how human beings can live out their
faith and relate to each other-and
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to the natural world-within a moral
framework.
The Catholic imagination also
reflects the belief that God's love is
revealed in a special way through the
Sacraments. The celebration of the
Sacraments discloses this love and
opens up h~man awareness of a much
deeper reality. The Sacraments are not
only individual ritual events but rather
a sweeping expression of divine love
breaking into the world in material
form. Note that sacramental celebrations assume that the material world
is capable of revealing God's love. For
example, Catholics believe that God
can use baptismal water to cleanse sins
and to initiate a person into the life of
the Spirit. The sacrament of Eucharist
is a ritual meal of bread and wine that
discloses Jesus Christ and is able to .
draw people deeper into the mystery
of God. Sacraments reveal God in the
material world, but they do not exist
apart from a broader understanding of
God's activity in creation. Healthy and
safe water, agriculture, and food are
essential to the Sacraments.
Encountering the divine through
active participation in the sacramental
life of the Church is but one expression of the Catholic imagination. Much
Catholic visual and performing art
reflects the belief that God can be recognized in beauty. Church architecture,
liturgical music, pilgrimage, images of
Mary, opera, and religious passion plays
all reflect this imagination. Faith-fille~
scientists have probed the structure
and meaning of the biological, chemical, and physical world as an expression of divine goodness. Many farmers
throughout history have cared for their
land so as to sustain their harvests,
but also to express gratitude for God's
abundant blessings.

The Spiritual Exercises
and the natural world
Ignatius of Loyola, the founder of the
Jesuits, wrote the Spiritual Exercises
as a set of meditations and prayers to
help people discern how they may best
express their faith in practical service
to the world. In the Jesuit tradition,
discernment means deep listening to the
voice of God, which often finds expression through the needs of the world,
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especially the poor and suffering.
To discern one's calling requires the
exercise of the moral imagination:
What are my gifts? Who needs them?
How can I best put them at the service
of the world?
Religious concern for creation dates
to the origins of Christianity but has
been obscured by some modern currents of thought. In The City of God,
St. Augustine wrote: "Some people, in
order to discover God, read books. But
there is a great book: the very appearance of created things."
In the early 20th century, scientist Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, S.J.,
responded most creatively to this invitation. His life exemplifies the Ignatian
tradition of contemplative imagining
applied to the findings of his scientific
research about the origins of the Earth.
He had a doctorate in geology and
spent decades in China researching the
Earth's fossil record, prompting him
to reflect more deeply on how God is
revealed through the material world.
He participated in archaeological
research, including the famed discovery
of Peking Man (an early example of
Homo erectus)in the 1920s. His study
of the Earth and its fossils led him to
articulate an integrated understanding
of scientific evolution and sacramental
theology. He realized that the story of
the evolution of life on Earth could
help modern society deepen its appreciation of God's activity in the world,
and that conflict between the theory of
evolution and the story of Genesis was
unnecessary. During his lifetime, his
work was seen as highly controversial
by church officials; they banned publication of most of his work.
A decade after Teilhard's death in
1955, the Second Vatican Council
encouraged a more open stance toward
modern science, and Teilhard's vision
inspired fresh perspectives on philosophy, theology, and the environment.
Teilhard continues to stir religious
appreciation of the Earth. On one
hand, he offered a novel way of relating
scientific knowledge and the religious
dimension of creation. On another
hand, all he did was to extend the
vision of Augustine, who asserted that
faith and reason do not exist in tension, for Teilhard indeed found God

in all things. In 2009, Pope Benedict
XVI praised Teilhard and celebrated his
vision of "a·true cosmic liturgy, where
the cosmos becomes a living host."
Thus, all of creation bears God to us
and leads us to commune with God.

Restless creativity
Within the Catholic tradition, moral
guidance from the social teaching tradition can be woven into a fabric of
meaning, a moral purpose for education, and for professional service to
the world. The sacramental imagination is particularly powerful in its use
of symbols, for these can touch the
deepest core of our humanity. These
symbols can help us in the exercise of
the moral imagination, or in using our
creativity to discern how we might best
serve the human family-indeed, the
entire community of Earth. If we can
imagine Santa Clara University practicing a deep listening to the world and
its needs, discerninghow we can best
respond to the needs of the world, we
can indeed "lead in the development
and promotion of practices, businesses,
and technologies that will ensure a
viable and just future for all," as Santa
Clara's President Michael Engh, S.J.,
proposed in his April 2009 inaugural
address. We can imagine inspiring
possibilities, not only here in Silicon
Valley, but as participants in global
Jesuit educational partnerships.
As president of Santa Clara 19882008, Paul Locatelli, S.J. '60 advanced
the promotion of justice and critical
moral reflection on economic globalization. He drew from ethical analysis
and Catholic social teaching about
economic justice to articulate a moral
framework to guide globalization. Fr.
Engh was attracted to the position of
president of the University by these
themes, but he perceived that the
campus needed to be challenged anew.
Santa Clara had distinguished itself by
its integration of justice concerns across
all aspects of the University, but he
wanted to refresh the school's mission
in response to the needs of the world.
President Engh caught some
people by surprise when, in his inaugural address, he proposed that the
University "become a major center. ..
for examining the ethical dimensions of

how we treat the physical world." This
was a bold idea; it would broaden the
scope of our University's concern for
social justice to include the environmental context of human society. Jesuit
education has always brought an ethical
vision of the commons, but Fr. Engh
wanted to expand this to human relations with the Earth and, through the
natural world, with each other.
From one vantage, though, Fr.
Engh's proposal simply reflects the evolution of a Catholic moral perspective
on creation, prayerfully imagined per
the Spiritual Exercises.Justice, solidarity, and a moral vision for humanity
frame Jesuit efforts to promote sustainability worldwide. An initiative building efforts around sustainability falls
squarely in the mainstream of Catholic
environmental thought.
Tellingly, at the beginning of
2010-on the 20th anniversary of the
publication of The EcologicalCrisisPope Benedict XVI offered this suggestion as the tide of his World Day
of Peace message: "If You Want To
Cultivate Peace, Protect Creation."
Future generations, he said, "cannot
be saddled with the cost of our use of
common environmental resources." In
addition, he underscored the responsibility that leading industrialized
nations, such as ours, bear in setting
things right-ecologically and morally.
Jesuit universities offer a humanistic
education, so we are weaving together
environmental concerns with the performing, visual, and language arts, and
including reflection on the diversities of
human experience and culture. Science,
technology, and engineering play a
vital role, yet we can be faithful to our
Jesuit tradition by ensuring that human
flourishing, moral significance, and
creativity are reflected throughout this
initiative. Theology, philosophy, ethics,
and religious studies should contribute
substantively to this effort. Many students begin their undergraduate studies
with simplistic ideas about spirituality,
religion, and our modern environmental problems-assuming that these are
rival interests, or that they are unrelated; and they assume that religions
are constituted by lists of rules. The
three required religious studies courses
at Santa Clara present an adult, intel-

ligent approach to understanding faith.
Hidden behind daily headlines about
religious extremists are many other
religious people working hard to fashion a more just and sustainable world.
Students find inspiration in religious
expressions of concern for the environment, and these prompt them to reconsider the role of religion in their lives,
and in human society. Ultimately we
can only create a more environmentally
just world if we can imagine one.
Santa Clara is fashioning its response
to Fr. Engh's challenge based on its
core strengths: integrated humanistic
education of the whole person, engaged
scholarship, community-based learning for a well-formed solidarity, and
critical reflection on how science and
technology can best provide benefits to
those most in need. Given the scope
of human-caused environmental problems, our core competencies might not
be sufficient to fulfill a broad vision of
environmental justice. We will develop
additional strengths, but beyond that,
we might need to reconfigure some elements of our school and incentives for
everyone to participate in this vision.
Although I am quite pleased that Fr.
Engh has oriented us toward these
goals, I am concerned that the approach
we take will likely be incremental and
modest. In this era of environmental
crises, I believe the Catholic sacramental
and moral imagination can and should
inspire us to bold and creative action.
As the human family now confronts
a rising tide of environmental crises,
Santa Clara can bring the best of Jesuit
education and Catholic imagination to
propose an environmentally just future.
This will require some re-visioning
and reworking of campus resources,
but this certainly is in keeping with
what Ignatius wanted. After all, Jesuits
practice a this-world spirituality, which
is reflected in their tradition of universities. Jesuit education never stands
still, and apparently, Fr. Engh wants to
make sure this is doubly true for us at
Santa Clara. Gt>
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At santaclaramagazine.com, read more
from Pope Benedict, see Keith Warner's list
of recommended reading, and follow links to
more of his own work.
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For the first time, we didn't complete a circumnavigation of
Isla Espiritu Santo, an accomplishment that usually entails
50 miles of epic paddling in sea kayaks so loaded with
food, water, and gear that it takes eight students to lift
one. But in March 20"10 it was not to be; El Norte, the
bully of the Sea of Cortez, had nearly blown us off the
beach, and we'd had to remain on the lee side of the
island, roaming the canyons and diving the reefs because
we couldn't safely kayak the windward swells.
And yet, these students not only managed to learn a thing m two about
Baja's natural history, they managed to go about the business of learning
in such a way that they became the tightest community of any class with
which I've worked.
The mflections below, taken from my field notes, are an attempt to
figure out what went right, so very right, during an experience that had all
the underpinnings of a pedagogical disaster.
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1 at least for the morning.
It blew a\l night, each new gust throwing a handful of
sand against the tents. El Norte. I can't imagine any of
us slept. I sure didn't.
We knew this was coming, and before bed we'd
briefed the expeditioners to pack up their tents at first
light, but that order has been canceled, and we've
planned a diversionary hike across the ridge to a lee
shore where we can get some diving in. When the first
two kids got out to help with breakfast, their tent almost
blew away. It's the first time in four expeditions the sand
anchors haven't held, and we spent a half hour hauling
rocks so that the tents won't wander off once their
occupants do.
The guides hope the wind will die down as the day
heats up, but I'm not feeling it. When K. asks why it
was blowing so much, I i-emind her of the meteorological
theory we'd discussed in class, but she seems
skeptical that an atmospheric high centered so far
north could create this much wind so far south. I offer
the alternative theory that sometimes the gods are
offended when people whistle on boats.
She wants to know who whistled.
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Rockflip:TheSCUvarsitytidepooling
teamat work.Katy's
hairtellsthe storyof howwindyit wasthat day.
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worn smooth by a creek known as El Cnorro, which
translates, literally, as "the torrent." A seven-meteI·
waterfall cascades into the pool where my feet dangle, and a nine-meter waterfall exits the pool below.
The students are supposed to be writing at this
point; the two-word prompt I've assigned them says,
"Describe water." They are distracted, however, by
the discovery of a cape water snake swimming in a
stagnant pool some 20 meters behind me. Despite
its endemic status, it's a fairly nondescript snake-it
looks like what a garter snake would look like after
swimming through an oil spill-but it commands a
certain respect among the expeditioners because
they've heard the tale of how one of these snakes bit
a member of last year's expedition. I'm hoping they
also remember that it only bit her after she grabbed
its tail.
One of them asks why the snake is hanging out in
the stagnant water rather than the clear water nearby.
"Look at what this pool has that the otl1er pool
doesn't," I answer.
They look, my budding naturalists, and then compare, and finally discover that tadpoles are only to be
found in the stagnant pool. Even then, it takes a few
moments to make the connection that, for a cape
water snake, tadpoles are lunch.
This is why I keep dragging students to Baja.
Down here they learn when they focus and they learn
even when they're distracted. I don't really need to tell
them to write-just to pay attention.

Seastars:Duringa tidepooling
session,studentscomparetwo
Pycnopodia
helianthoides.
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is the accidental sc~rcity so many of us are experiencing. One student forgot to bring toothpaste, another
forgot sunscreen, and yet another left her hat on the
airport shuttle. But we're on an island now, a desert
island, and the nearest mercado where replacements
could be procured is too far away for anyone to swim.
So we inventory, and we discover that we have extra
hats and sunscreen, and enough toothpaste, collectively, to brush everyone's teeth for months.
Here on the island, our scarcities might help define
our community. If nothing else, we learn that there's
plenty to go around-if we share-despite the fact that
every expeditioner's personal belongings are limited to
what fits into a single 20-liter dry bag.
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1 B. threw an avocado pit
into the cove wheYe'we are now camped. L., the other
member of the guacamole crew, scolded him for this,
bless her heart. Two hours later, I'm diving with several
students to help them complete a field exercise, and I
come across an almost-spherical, smooth, somewhat
hard object at the base of a coral head where A had
reported seeing sea horses. I spend a full 90 seconds
examining this biological oddity before it occurs to me
that it's not of aquatic origin.
The students I'm working with decide not to include
the avocado pit in their survey. They reason that it's not
supposed to be here, so it's not really part of the natural
history of this cove. Playing the natural philosopher, I
reason that it was transported here by members of the
animal kingdom-primates-and
that in actuality it has
become part of the natural history of this cove.
We fail to achieve consensus, our discourse once
again a victim of the nature/culture dualism that plagues
all my classes. Worse yet, I never spotted one of A's
sea horses.
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Yolyhit1Ls,I On the sabbath! I think we've all
founa religion.
We wei-e near La Mascara, rafted up for photos and
snacks, when S. spied a pod of some 20 dolphins feeding about half a kilometer away. I blasted after them
immediately, and the entire tribe paddled behind without
any need to be urged onward. Within 50 meters I signaled for quiet, please, and we coasted toward the pod
without paddling.
A big part of the cetacean experience is hearing
an animal breathe through a blowhole, especially if it's
actively feeding, as
these dolphins were.
You can't imagine
the amount of air
exchanged in one
quick exhalation/
inhalation cycle until
you've heard it close
up. And here they
were, all around us,
breathing. We could
smell their fishy
breath. They were
so engrossed in
Sunandsea:Author
their dinner that they •
JohnFarnsworth
conferswith
ignored our presence
biologistElizabethDahlhoff.
completely. An awed
silence ran from
student to student as
we drifted together. No swish of a paddle, no cameras
clicking, not even the sound of a faculty member spouting
off about how dolphins can renew an astonishing 80
percent of their lung capacity in a single breath.
The moment was absolutely reverent.

thebestdayof mylife."
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and an early start, departing
the b~ach with high hopes that v,/e might fit two day's worth of
paddling into one and get this expedition back on track. Kelly,
the world's greatest teaching assistant, shuffled a few crews in
the double kayaks to spread out the stronger paddlers, and as
a group we were suddenly fast. What energy these kids have!
Everyone wanted to take a hike during the lunch break, so C.
and I stayed back on the beach to make tuna salad tostadas
so we wouldn't lose too much time. I was pleased to translate
the dozen Mexican cans I opened and discover that it was all
dolphin-safe tuna.
Because of the group's energy we decided that we ought to
be able to make it to Ensenada Grande, where our permit prefers us to camp tonight. It was close, and I spent our last hour
on tl1e water fretting about how low the sun was getting to the
horizon.
Of course, the students thought it was cool to be kayaking
into the sunset.
I thought I'd have to push them a bit,
once we hit the beach, to stow the boats,
get their tents set up, and set up the
kitchen, but they fell to it like troopers without needing much prompting from me. We
had dinner going by the time darkness fell,
at which point I realized that the only tent
that didn't get set up was mine.
God I'm tired.
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news. In carhp last night we had a babisuri, a nocturnal
mammal from the raccoon family. It chewed through the
mesh of B's daypack while she watched, enraptured, from
within her tent. Now that's a nature lover!
And we had ghost cmbs on the beach after moonset.
The students who slept, tentless, just above the high-tide
line describe the crabs to me as if I've never seen one, but
the details are exquisite: the translucent sheen as they tiptoe sideways over the sand, the single oversized claw, the
way the eyes move independently on their tall stalks. I tell
the beach campers that the only thing better than encountering nature is when it encounters you.
El Norte isn't howling today, but we're doing a lay day
anyway to snorkel Los lslotes with /os !obos def mar. (I
love the fact that sea lions in English become sea wolves
in Spanish.) I'm hoping the seas will calm down enough to
slip around the north end of La Partida
tomorrow, but the guides are not brimming with their usual Mexican optimism.
We'll take it as it comes. I must
remind myself, again, that this expedition's motto is "Todos bien." It's all good.
Fieldresearch:
II was hardto tell whetherwe
wereinvestigating
the sealions,or theywere
investigating
us.
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by this island's secrets.
This morning a '1,tudentscr~amed after she stepped on a tiger snake
eel, Myrichthys tigrinus. I'm not certain which animal was more
frightened, the student or the eel.
I attempted to herd the eel into the water with the blade of my
paddle, but the eel had other ideas. Mouth wide open to advertise
its trophic level, the eel tucked its tail into the sand and began to
burrow. Backwards. Ten seconds later, it was gone. Damnedest
thing I ever saw!
Our head guide, Manuelito, has spent far more time on this island
than I have. I asked him whether he's ever seen a tiger snake eel up
on the beach, and he thinks for a moment before responding, "Yo
creo que no." Then he added, in English, "Never."
I turned back to the students, several more of whom were now
holding paddles defensively."Okay, companeros," I say, "this is our
last chance if we're going to circumnavigate. Let's get these boats
into the water!"
About two kilometers past the spit we got into some pretty big
seas, and the wind hadn't even come up yet. I started to wonder why
Manuelito wasn't giving the signal to abort, and then a wave broke
over B's boat, sweeping her sideways into my boat, drenching us both.
She braced like a pro, and when I turned around to give Manuelito the
turn-around signal, he was already giving it to me.
When we finally tucked back in behind the spit, once again sheltered from the worst of the wind, we stopped to allow people who
had gotten water into their boats to pump out. I asked Manuelito why
he waited so long, and he smiled before quietly explaining that he
was wondering why I did.
This is my fourth trip with Manuelito, and I know him well enough
now to realize that he's as heartbroken as I am that these kids aren't
going to get to paddle the windward side. But they sure aren't moping about it. Indeed, they're all trash-talking about how I haven't got a
chance in tomorrow night's poetry slam.
In the evening, once the dishes were dry, I asked B. what it was
like to have a wave break over her boat. Her reply: "What wave?"
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on the island as
I write this. This is our first windless mo'/-ning,and I can
smell the mangroves from my tent. I notice, for the
first time, that mangroves on a calm morning smell
the same as the inside of my dry bag after a week on
the island. With maybe
a hint of sulfur?
The canyon wrens
in the cliffs behind us
are far more distinct
when El Norte isn't
howling. Their trills, a
descending spiral that
I've always found as
hard to describe as
to imitate, command
me not to spend
so much time away
before I return to the
island.
Hopto it: Instructors
neverknow
Some of the
whatwill showup in the students'
students want to
field notes,or in this case,onthe
come back with me
student'sfield notes.
next Christmas. When
I point out that this is not going to be a school tripit's going to be a family trip with my nephews-they
point out that we're all family, now that we've spent a
week 011 the island.
C. and J. are both planning to have the island
tattooed to their feet when they return to Santa
Clara. I wouldn't bet against them doing it. And the
expeditioners have made plans to form an intramural
softball team once we're back on campus.
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l.-1,v,,r V\tat'lt/ Ft be,fo-re, -\wil19;ht/ M. and A., who
were waa1ng at the far end of the'beach, came back to
camp with news of a large eel they'd seen swimming
around the shallows. The behaviors they described were
so completely contrary to anything I know about the
local eel population that I had a hard time believing that
they'd actually seen one. Trumpet fish perhaps? Or an
immature billfish? Maybe it was too dark to get a really
good look?
This evening, just before dinner, cries of "Eel! Eel!"
resounded through camp. Within a flash the entire expedition assembled on the high-tide line, walking slowly
down the beach while a two-meter-long moray eel
swam alongside us in the shallows. Green. There was
no question, at this point, that the initial identification had
been correct. But since when have morays begun to
hang out in the shallows of the ii1tertidalzone-far from
any crevices in which to hide?
One of our guides knew the answer to this puzzler.
It turns out that another local guide, one who works
for a less reputable outfitter than our own, has been
training the moray to come into the shallows by leaving
it chicken gizzards wheneve1·his group camped on this
beach.
I should apologize for ever doubting M. and A's
original report.

Roughing
it: BriennaRust'10
andCharlotte
Shannon'1O
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We},-re.,S>WV\%tM.ofe,epipelagic species this year, especially
mobula manta rays. Could this be a function of El Nino? It's
been our custom to stop and observe the spectacular leaps of
the mobula, especially when whole schools of them are playing
around, but this year there are so many that we keep paddling
lest we never achieve a destination.
I've seen less evidence of coral bleaching this year than
last, and the population of osprey continues to grow. Thank
you, Rachel Carson! I've noticed more trumpet fish but fewer
triggerfish, which indicates that human predation continues to
be a problem, even in these protected waters. While we still
are seeing a spectacular array of tropical fish, the only large fish
left in these coves are the ones we humans don't eat.
I should be careful of my critiques of human predators,
reminding myself that, back in the dark ages, I used to bring
along a spear gun whenever I'd visit the Sea of Cortez. Yikes.
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JeA.f 1 flat water today, with the wind finally
abated, we saw two green sea turtles, a basking swordfish that was every bit as long as my boat, and a blue
whale breaching in the distance. The swordfish actually let
us catch up to it, but the sea turtles dived some 20 feet
beneath our boats, still visible in the clear water. It's like the
rainbow after Noah's flood-Nature seemed to want to kiss
and make up after having allowed El Norte to abuse us.
For a group that didn't get to see the windwa1·dside of the
island, we've excelled in terms of awe and wonder.
One student wrote in he1·notebook about a half hour
she'd spent "stalking" a parrotfish, finally deciding that,
because of its lips, "the parrotfish is the Angelina Jolie of
the fish world." This same student, while wrassling with a
writing prompt that asked her to compose a natural history of her body, wrote: "If I shook out my hair, I could fill a
small aquarium."
The secret to being a good writing instructor is to realize
how little someone like me can teach a collegiate junior or
senior about writing. I try, of course, because it's my job to
do so. I tell them that the descriptions in their notebooks
should be more vivid than the images in their cameras. I
tell them they must pay attention to the details everyone
else misses. I tell them that good writing is about learning
to make decisions, and that deciding what to leave out
can be just as important as deciding what to include. I train
them to smear ink on paper even when they can't think
what to write.
But it's the island, ultimately, that teaches them to write.
It seduces them, it causes them pain, and it embraces
them. It can amaze, it can frighten, it can mystify. And
when they put pen to paper in an attempt to describe the
experience, ink flows.
Year after year, the students discover that if they listen,
the island speaks. ~
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software. But even they don't expect him to unearth a
problem that goes beyond the concerns of any one company to the well-being of the Internet itself.

Internet, we have a problem.
BY SAM

SCOTT

'96

One winter day, Dan Kaminsky
stumbled upon a hole in the Web that
could make for a hacker's field day.
It wasn't a flaw with a browser or a
piece of hardware. It lay in the
foundation of the Internet itself.
I
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A hacker is made

Autumn 1998. A first-floor room in McLaughlin Hall.
Dan Kaminsky is a second-year information systems
major. A lifelong tech geek, he's made fast friends as the
go-to guy for dorm-room computer emergencies. Your
hard drive gives up the ghost in the midst of a term
paper? Your laptop is dead? Dan's your man.
But there's one problem that requires a bigger fix:
printing. To send papers to the residence hall network
printers, students have to use a program that is
crashing their Windows 95/98 operating systems nearly as fast as Kaminsky can revive
them. Kaminsky's solution is to write a
new program, DoxPrint, which allows
Kaminsky's own computer, functioning
as a server, to relily jobs to the printers.
Problem solved.
Three months into his sophomore year,
Kaminsky has, according to his own
estimates, half the print jobs
in the dorms going through
his ro0m in McLaughlin.
But w, • e his tinkering
is sopl\istic'a~ed,his tact
'isn't'. C~ei'vc;~
•.
without c, sult'ing

officials, DoxPrint raises alarms with SCU's Information
Technology managers. After months of operation,
Kaminsky's program is eliminated just before finals.
"I was being this punk kid who thought, 'I'll show
IT how smart I am with this awesome code and they'll
just be blown away,"' Kaminsky recalls years later. "I
totally bungled the politics of it."
Manoochehr Ghiassi has taught at Santa Clara for
nearly 30 years. A professor of information systems, he
served as Kaminsky's mentor at SCU and judges him
one of his top three students ever. But Kaminsky's genius
was, he says, difficult to detect at first. Unchallenged,
Kaminsky was the kind of kid who could fade in a class
he was in fact capable of teaching. Once Ghiassi figured
out Kaminsky needed pushing, Kaminsky respondedwith sometimes surprising results.
Indeed, Kaminsky used what he learned in Ghiassi's
systems programming class to craft DoxPrint, which
Kaminsky turned in as a class project.
Ghiassi fielded the concerns about DoxPrint from
administrators. He also invited Kaminsky to
watch a presentation by a professor whom the
department was considering hiring. The presence of Kaminsky the undergrad was barely
noted until the floor opened for questions, and
Kaminsky's incisions began.
''A few faculty heads turned to see who this
fellow was at the end of the conference room,"
Ghiassi says.
A decade later, such precociousness would look
like the 25-cent lemonade-stand beginnings
of a Wall Street heavy-hitter. Kaminsky
is now paid by the biggest names in
the business to find problems in their

000.000.0.2

License for mayhem

Early winter, 2008. Kaminsky is 28 years old and in
demand. As an Internet security consultant, he is hired by
the likes of Microsoft to punch holes in applications and
operating systems like Vista so they can get fixed before
the bad guys exploit the same wealrnesses. In one sense,
he is a white wizard versed in the often dark arts of hacking. But Kaminsky isn't trying to break anything when he
stumbles onto a flaw of horrific proportions. He's measuring the speed at which Internet requests are processed by
different servers, looking for faster ways to host data-a
task that has him messing in the Internet's basic plumbing. But what he finds is a gaping hole in the very pipes
connecting computers across the Web-a weakness so
fundamental that the security of practically everything
online seems suddenly at risk.
''At first I thought I must be missing something,"
Kaminsky says, looking back. "I thought, 'This can't
work-because if it worked, the Internet would be in so
much trouble.' Then it worked.''
Kaminsky found a way to fool servers that relay
requests for Internet addresses. Whether a server is looking
for Google, Bank of America, or Facebook, he can steer
the requester down a false path. The hack takes seconds
and leaves almost no trace. And anyone seeking those sites
via compromised servers can be diverted to Kaminsky's
world-totally unaware of the misdirection.
The hack is a license for mayhem. In analog terms, it
is as if Kaminsky has found a way to reroute your bank's
telephone number-so that when you call to speak to a
customer service agent, you are instead redirected to an
impostor. The crook-masquerading-as-teller can ask for
necessary personal information. With security silently
breached, the safety of e-mail, bank accounts, passwordseven top secret government information-is in peril.
The threat is as clear as day to Kaminsky, who thankfully has learned something about diplomacy since his days
unilaterally trying to fix SCU's IT system. Quietly, he starts
to mobilize an unprecedented coalition of companies to fix
the flaw, rallying them with a chilling warning: not that the
enemy is at the gates, but that there are no gates.

I

000.000.0.3

Sound the alarm

For Paul Vixie, one of the first to get the message, hearing
Kaminsky's discovery is like being handed a stick of dynamite. He is president of the Internet Systems Consortium,
based in Redwood City. Vixie is also something of an
institution himself in the realm of the Domain Name
System (DNS)-the system that essentially functions
as the Internet's phone book. DNS connects the userfriendly name you type in-such as santaclaramagazine.
com-with its numeric Internet Protocol (IP) address-a

sequence of numbers separated by three periods. Vixie's
company maintains and distributes the most popular
software for carrying out the protocols that Kaminsky has
been manipulating.
To Vixie, the gravity of the situation is obvious. This
isn't a localized bug in Cisco, Apple, or Microsoft coding,
but an ancient hole in DNS itself, the foundation of the
Internet, affecting millions of machines.
"I was freaked out," Vixie says. "I locked it down as
tight as I could without making it totally impractical or
impossible to talk at all."
Inadvertent spills are more of a danger than spies.
Kaminsky's brilliance is in discovering a flaw that had
gone unseen since the early 1980s, but which is as plain
as the nose on your face once you know what to look for.
Vixie tells Kaminsky never again to speak about his discovery over a cell phone. From now on, they are to discuss
things only by landline or encrypted e-mail-or in person.
Vixie rouses the small community of DNS vendors
and experts, ignoring the grumbles of those who have to
dig up old phones or commandeer fax machines to get to
a landline. Not that Vixie is sharing much information.
In most cases, he simply tells people to get on a flight
to Seattle, no questions asked. A few grumble that they
aren't in a spy novel. But they come: 16 DNS experts and
vendors from Internet giants like Microsoft, Cisco, Sun,
and Linux as well as the small universe of leading DNS
engineers arrive at the emergency summit on March 31,
2008, at a Microsoft office in Redmond, Wash. Some
travel from as far as Finland. Many of those attending still
have no clue for the reason of the meeting until Kaminsky
takes center stage with a modest-looking PowerPoint presentation. His message: Practically every server out there
can be hacked in less than 10 seconds.
"Everyone agreed this is really, really bad," Kaminsky
says. "It was definitely, 'Ah, crap .... We have to fix this.'"
~

Timing is everything.
Or at least half of it.

000.000.0.4

To understand the flaw Kaminsky found, it helps to think of
the Internet as an old telephone exchange staffed by millions
of operators. When a user types in a website-for example,
www.scu.edu-the request passes to the local Internet
Service Provider and then bounces up a hierarchy of operators until it gets to one that knows the correct numerical
address. The answer is then sent back down to the initial
operator, who connects the user to the site in question.
The process goes on millions of times a second across
the Internet, generally without hitch. But Kaminsky
has found a way to silently slip a wrong answer into the
exchange, redirecting anyone asking the infected server for a
particular site wherever he chooses. Most dangerous would
be a false destination designed to look like the real thing.
The basic idea of the hack has been around for years,
but the long odds of success rendered it a minor concern.
Servers randomly number their requests with an identi-
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ficarion number from one to approximately 65,000, and
only an answer with the same number included is accepted
as legitimate.
Still, one in 65,000 isn't exactly astronomical odds.
What makes the servers hard to fool is the fact that hackers
have to time the attack to the millisecond that they update
their records. For efficiency'ssake, servers don't go scurrying to look up www.scu.edu every time someone asks for
it. Instead, they rely on their memory of previous requests.
Only after a set period of time do they "forget" the location
and go looking for the answer anew. Only in that fleeting
moment is the server vulnerable to false information.
In other words, a hacker trying to misdirect Santa
Clara University's Web traffic to her own site has to hit
the targeted server precisely at the moment it updates
its memory of SCU's address. Even then, the hacker
has to guess the ID number before someone else sends
the correct address. Ir is like trying to win a lottery. But
Kaminsky has found a way to buy as many tickets as he
wants and ramp up the odds to where they're in his favor.

Wilbourn is vice president of engineering for
Nominum, which helps provide broadband access to
200 million customers. In his mind, Kaminsky's biggest
accomplishment isn't just finding the bug; rather, it's
building consensus for a response, avoiding the chaos that
would have been crippling if the vendors left Redmond
without a joint plan of action.
000.000.0.s

The fix

In the Microsoft gathering, Kaminsky advocates for
"source port randomization"-basically adding another
layer of numeric matching between the query and the
answer. The fix changes the odds so that, instead of
there being a one in 65,000 chance of guessing a correct
ID number to impersonate a server, the odds are now
more than one in several billon. The solution is far from
perfect; even those odds can be cracked with enough
computing power. But as battlefield medicine, it gives
everyone the chance to regroup and prepare for a longer
- ght with better armor.
Still, weaving the change into existing products made by unrelated companies requires unprecedented cooperation.
Normally, companies work on development
cycles of months and years; they fix their
own vulnerabilities on their own rime, testing patches in trials. But the vastness of the
hole across all platforms requires companies
to unite in a secret pact. If one vendor
announces a fix for their own products or
divulges the problem before the others are ready, they'll
The secret is to ask for a spoof page-for example,
invite an onslaught of attacks that could affect everyone.
www.xyz.google.com. Since the name is made up,, it is
Collaboration-and secrecy-are key.
almost assured of not being in the server's memory, forcing
The companies agree on a drop-dead release date for
the server to go ask for help. It is as if Kaminsky is calling
the fix: July 8, 2008, when patches will be available for
up the local operator and asking for a nonexistent employee
the world to download. Ir's up to each company to solve
at Google. Even though the server knows Google's general
the problem in their own products. Meeting the deadline
numbers from countless previous requests, it has never
is a major undertaking for the companies involved. Bur
heard of this invented person, forcing it to go looking for
any rime one of them bellyaches about costs or headaches,
the operator officially in charge of Google. With no end
points to Kaminsky.
Vixie
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The July 8 release of security patches globally makes,
not surprisingly, global news as well. Suddenly folks who'd
never even heard of DNS know there's an open hole in the
Internet's fundament. But even as Cisco, Sun, Microsoft,
and other tech behemoths beseech people to implement
the new patches, the companies stay silent on what exactly
is being fixed.
Nominum's Wilbourn recalls, "We'd tell our clients we
have this new version of our server you really, really, really
need to deploy, but we can't tell you exactly what for. But
you really need to do it."
The parch-without-explanation approach creates tension,. to b~ sure-or more like boiling frustration among
Kammskys fellow hackers, who don't enjoy being told to
do something just because "Dan said so." Bur even the
~.S. D~partment of Hom~land Security is vouching for
his a~v1ce;the departments U.S. Computer Emergency
Readmess Team has joined the July 8 chorus calling for
urgent responses to the threat.
For Kaminsky, the process offers the same kind of lesson as the DoxPrint debacle so many years earlier. Being
right isn't enough if you don't bring the right people into
the process. He enlisted Vixie to help orchestrate the
involvement of DNS vendors, but he hadn't involved any
hackers like himself. With each online posting calling him
a grandstanding idiot, he is learning that "You can't vouch
for your own bug."
On July 9, Kaminsky arranges a call with a handful of
top hackers, swearing them to secrecy before giving them
a full briefing that silences their doubts.
"Dan has the goods," Thomas Ptacek, a fellow security researcher, writes on his blog. "Patch now, ask questions later."
Yet less than two weeks later, Ptacek leaves the details
of the hack on a public part of his website. He claims it
was meant to be released only after Kaminsky's Black Hat
speech. But the information is out, just 13 days after the
release of the patches.
Almost immediately, hackers hit an Internet Service
Provider in Texas with the very attack that Kaminsky had
warned against, with the very result he had predicted.
The hack redirects Google searches to a mock page in an
apparent attempt to drive up clicks on ads. Ir's relatively
harmless, but the implications are frighteningly dear. How
many more malicious uses of the hack have gone unreported or unnoticed?
Vixie is furious that the details had been disclosed,
though Kaminsky emphasizes the positive. They had
expected to get 50 percent of vulnerable servers patched
over the year. They have two-thirds fixed within a month,
most before the leak occurred.
"We managed 13 days of opportunity to patch without
the underlying vulnerability being known," Kaminsky
says. "It wasn't the 30 I was hoping for, but I'll rake 13
over zero any day of the week."

000.000.0.6

What happened in Vegas

The intrigues in the run-up to the Black Hat Conference
only whet people's appetite for Kaminsky's full disclosure.
Th~ likes of The New YorkTimesand the BBC are raking
nonce; Wiredmagazine is collecting pieces for a 4,000word profile.
~ith so. much attention, Kaminsky's speech is ripe
for d1sappomtment. Before Kaminsky's appearance, fellow hackers even nominate him for the conference's Most
Overhyped Bug award. But it's a standing-room-only
crowd in the ballroom at Caesar's Palace when he rakes the
stage. And Kaminsky fulfills the overstuffed expectations.
His long-awaited full disclosure earns ovations and cheers
from fellow hackers. Not only has he found the bug, but
he has marshaled the forces to fix it-even if his success
in doing just that has made it harder to measure just how
close the Internet came to the chaos he warned of.
"Kaminsky has done more than any other human in
history to raise awareness on a single security issue," trumpets one story on InternetNews.com. "The silent threat
that had been lurking in the plumbing of the Internet is
silent no more."
One journalist writing for CNET opines, "He has
changed Internet security, and done so for the better of
us all."
Two years later, the spotlight has waned, Kaminsky
says, gladly. Chief scientist and co-founder of a firm
called Recursion Ventures, he is not sure he'd want to
weather such a media storm again, though he says the
attention served its purpose, making the flaw virtually
useless to hackers.
But he's the first to admit that the fix amounted to a
Band-Aid. The Internet is so rife with holes and security
lapses, it is best to think of your cyber exchanges as postcards in the mail, he says. There's little stopping someone
from reading them-or even rewriting them. He was just
able to find a way to make it harder to redirect them.
"On the Internet, we haven't really invented the envelope yet," he says.
. Much of his work now is getting people to grasp the
importance of making overdue steps in security. Indeed, in
May 2009, Kaminsky took his act to Capitol Hill totestify before the House Subcommittee on Communications
Technology and the Internet. Not surprisingly, he offered ,
a grim portrayal of the serious threats abounding in
cyberspace. "The problems that we are trying to solve are
smeared across company boundaries, are smeared across
individual boundaries and, indeed, are smeared across
the public-private boundary," he told the committee in
his closing remarks. "There actually does need to be a
coordinating authority across all of these disparate actors
to guide the public partnership toward actually fixing the
scale of the problems," he said.
Kaminsky, the diplomat, at your service. ~
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Andy Sale '85

I

The envelope,please...
Andy Sale is a partner at Ernst & Young and on the board for the
Federal Reserve. But you've probably seen him at the Emmys or the
Golden Globes. He's the guy with the briefcase chained to his wrist.
BY SAM

SCOTT

'96

here was always a chance that
young Andy Sale '85 might
end up in handcuffs-if only
the ones carried by his father. A
detective with the Los Angeles Police
Department, Sale's dad kept domestic order with a standing promise to
haul his son to jail should the need
arise. Few people, though, would have
expected Sale to one day be sporting
the manacled look on the red carpets
of Hollywood.

T

The red carpet:AndySaleat the Emmys

I:

Growing up, Sale was so susceptible
to stage fright that he ducked out of
reading at his sister's wedding just days
before the ceremony. But for the past
decade, the once-shy Sale and his
silver cuffs have joined the shimmering

'

I!

I

2010

parade of glitterati that bedazzle
cameras at one of entertainment's
biggest nights: the Emmy Awards.
A partner with accounting firm
Ernst & Young, Sale leads the team
that tabulates votes for the awards and
then delivers the results, tasks they perform in a manner befitting state secrets.
Every year, Sale and two associates
arrive at the awards in separate vehicles.
They wear tuxes, and chained to their
wrists are the intriguing briefcases.
"I can't tell you what's in them,"
Sale says. "But we have multiple sets
of envelopes that arrive separatelyand that may or may not be in
the briefcases."
Such hush-hush may seem like
show-biz pageantry. But Sale is adamant it reflects the seriousness with
which Ernst & Young treats all its clients. Still, it's impossible to pretend the
Emmys are a job like any other-except
perhaps the Golden Globes, which Sale
and his team also rally. With millions
watching the awards ceremonies, any
mistake would be catastrophic.
For the Emmys, Sale and his team
collectively put in about 2,000 hours
hand-counting more than 20,000 ballots, scrutinizing the results, and preparing the envelopes in a windowless
room, cut off from the rest of the firm.
Access to the results is granted only
to a select few sworn to secrecy.
"We hold them under lock and
key," Sale says. "Nobody else knows
the winner till they're read onstage."

Hot Lips and Dr. Horrible
The toughest test comes during the
live broadcast, when Sale and his partners stand in the wings handing out
the envelopes.
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"Only when the end credits are
rolling, then I relax," Sale says.
The Emmy evening is hardly a somber affair, however. By tradition, every
year the accountants get roped into a
skit. In 2009, host Neil Patrick Harris,
star of How I Met Your Mother,
introduced the team with a tantalizing
lead-in: "This is a big one. For the
first time ever the accountants from
Ernst & Young are going to come up
and explain the process of tabulating
Emmy votes."
As Sale began what promised to
be one of the most boring speeches in
Emmy history, "Dr. Horrible," a character played by Harris, sabotaged the
satellite feed. The evil doctor-an
"aspiring supervillain of the mad
scientist variety"-broadcast his own
rantings until the batteries in his
video camera ran out. Then the
Emmy broadcast returned to Sale,
apparently just wrapping up an
eye-glossing speech.
The skit got big applause, though it
may not have drawn hoots and hollers
on the level of Sale's first evening at
the Emmys, in 2001. That year, host
Ellen DeGeneres introduced Sale
onstage as "Hot Lips," calling him
an excellent kisser.
"I told Ellen afterwards she got me
good," he says.

The Federal Reserve
A partner at Ernst & Young since his
mid-30s, Sale, now 47, shows a very
serious side in his role on the board
of directors of the Los Angeles Branch
of the Federal Reserve Bank of San
Francisco; he served as branch chairman for two years. The board meets
monthly, providing the Federal Reserve
Bank of San Francisco and ultimately
Ben Bernanke, the Fed chairman, with
regional business concerns and insights
chat are used to guide monetary policy
and economic forecasts.
The position has given Sale an upfront view on the Fed's response to the
greatest economic crisis in generations.
It's been an educational and ultimately
heartening perspective, he says. El>
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1950 Mrs. Henry Ford

UNDERGRADUATE

1937 Henry Richard
and wife Margery celebrated
their 70th anniversary in
July. They now have four
great-grandchildren.

has been a member of the
Catala Club, which celebrated
80 years on campus this past
spring, since 1974.

G. Steve Holeman writes,
"Hope to make it to our

60th anniversary, God willing,
and my health continues
to improve."

Robert Lambert and wife
Margaret celebrated their 60th
wedding anniversary on June
24. This date in 1950 is one
week after Robert graduated
from SCU.

1952 Marcel Fiore has
been married for 56 years.
He plays racquetball twice a
week, works out, and visits
his children and grandchildren.
"Great life!" he writes.

Fr. Ed McMahon writes
that in his 80th year he has
finished a 12-year research
project with small groups called
Rediscoveringthe Lost BodyConnection Within Christian
Spirituality. It will be published
shortly as a workbook with
practical body-learnings and
exercises that can transform a
Christian's awareness of who
Christ is today and who each
of us is "in Christ."

roster filler with the Chico
freshman that he could try out
Outlaws of the independent
for the Broncos.
FENWAY
HERO
Golden Baseball League. He
"Danielwas about 5-foot-8
got the chance after an outand 135 pounds," O'Brien
Nava had received similar advice before
fielder ran away to get marsaid. "He showed up and
the game from veteran Red Sox announcer
ried. Nava won the league's
could barely hit the ball out
Joe Castiglione, who told Nava during a prebatting title, and in 2007 the
of the infield. I told him that I
game interview, "Hit that first pitch out. You
Boston Red Sox purchased
wanted him around the proonly get one."
his contract for the princely
gram; that he could be team
It was the bottom of the second and the first
sum of one dollar.
manager if he agreed to do all
pitch Nava saw was a fastball hurled by Phillies the stuff no one wanted to do:
"We never actually saw
righty Joe Blanton. Nava hit it all right--0ver
him play," said Jared Porter,
clean uniforms, carry equipthe right-field wall at Fenway Park, causing all
the scout who signed Nava.
ment, watch film."
heaven to break loose in the stands.
"But people said great things
Nava tried out for the team
"It was like a dream," Nava, 27, said of
about him. And he raked
again his sophomore year and
circling the bases. "I felt like I was flying."
was cut once more. Still he
"I feltlikeI wasflying,"
Navasaid. ever since we got him. I'd
venture it's the best dollar
stayed on as manager, washing
"They believed in me."
the Red Sox have ever spent."
uniforms
at
2
a.m.,
fetching
water,
and
shag"It's just inconceivable," Francona said in his
Twenty-four is old for a baseball prospect,
ging fly balls with reckless abandon.
post-game press conference. "I'm about to
but Nava hung in there: In 2008, he hit .341
"I
called
him
the
human
windshield
wiper,"
cry. I guess I'm getting old."
for Class A Lancaster, and in 2009 he hit .350
O'Brien said.
Only one other player in major league
overall between stints at Class A Salem and
Before his junior year, struggling to make
history, Kevin Kouzmanoff with the Cleveland
Double A Portland. Before being called up to
Santa
Clara's
tuition,
Nava
transferred
to
nearIndians in 2006, has ever hit the first pitch he
Boston, Nava was hitting .294 with eight homby
College
of
San
Mateo,
where
a
friend
consaw for a grand slam. Yet the unlikelihood of
ers
and 38 RBI.
vinced
him
to
try
out for the baseball team. He
Nava's feat pales in comparison to the rest of
Nava made his major league debut the
made
the
roster,
grew
two
more
inches,
and
hit
his improbable baseball odyssey.
same day his younger brother, David '10,
.400 over two seasons. Then he headed back
Nava was 70 pounds when he entered St.
graduated from SCU. Mom and Pop Nava
to
Santa
Clara
with
a
scholarship
in
hand
and
Francis High School in Mountain View (also
were at Fenway,while the rest of the family
one
year
of
baseball
eligibility
remaining.
He
O'Brien's alma mater), and was prescribed
was in Santa Clara for what turned out to be a
made the most of it, leading the West Coast
growth hormones that helped him reach 5
raucous graduation party.
Conference
in
batting
(.395)
and
on-base
foot 5 and 150 pounds by his senior year. His
Coach O'Brien saw the moment on televipercentage
(.494)
in
2006
while
not
making
a
coach at St. Francis saved the ball after Nava's
sion.
"I have a two-year-old daughter who was
single error in the outfield.
first high school varsity hit, thinking it would be
taking a nap when Daniel hit the grand slam,"
"There
aren't
that
many
schools
that
want
the only one he'd ever get. Nava batted ninth in
he said. "Needless to say, she was woken up
the Lancers order his senior season and hit one to take a chance," said Nava, who plans to
by Mom and Dad screaming their heads off."
return to Santa Clara this fall to complete his
home run.
Nava, now 5-10 and weighing in at 200
degree
in
philosophy.
"Most
doors
were
shut
"I hit a ball over a three-foot fence,"
pounds, says he hopes to provide some inspiraon me, but Santa Clara's stayed open. They
Nava said.
tion for the undersizedkids of the world. "I was
believed in me."
O'Brien knew Nava from when he was an
cut five times in five years," he told reporters."I
assistant coach at Stanford, where Nava was a
The one dollar bet
was basicallyshut down. You haveto exhaust
batboy. When O'Brien got the Santa Clara job
Nava went undrafted out of Santa Clara and
all your options. If a door opens again, go for it. I
in 2000, out of kindness, he told the incoming
was cut two more times before signing on as
got another shot, and I thank God for it." GI

continued from page 35
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A true privilege
tell everyone I have the best job in the
world. I have the pleasure of walking
the Mission Campus (almost) every
day, I have the fun of attending lots of
great events (including other Broncos'
reunions!), and I get to see firsthand
what's hip and cool with current college
students. But the best part about
working for the Alumni Association is the
privilege of meeting so many incredible
members of our Santa Clara family.
Each of you has an amazing story of
how SCU has shaped your life, and I
continue to be impressed and humbled
by your commitment to the values of
this institution.

I

JoeKnapp
'71with an Ethiopiangirl (age13)two
daysafterdouble-valve
heartsurgery.

The measure of success
Santa Clara University's Strategic Plan
includes the following vision statement:

Santa Clara University will educate
citizens and leaders of competence,
conscience, and compassion who will
help to create a more humane, just,
and sustainable world.

One question that always
accompanies a strategic plan is: "How
will success be measured?" While I've
always known it intuitively to be true,
2010 has demonstrated that
the accomplishments of our
alumni provide compelling
assurances that our
University is indeed fulfilling
its mission and goals.
Each April, the Alumni
Association honors those
Broncos who have given distinguished
service to humanity and Santa Clara
University. Please read the inspiring
stories of this year's Alumni Association
Award recipients on page 42. Additionally,
the Alumni Association designated April
(in honor of the association's founding in
1881) as our National Month of Service.
The purpose of this new tradition is to
inspire alumni to give back in their local
neighborhoods and then share their
volunteer experiences. In addition to the
service projects organized by the Alumni
Association and the good works each of
you did on your own during that time,
we also received dozens of volunteerism
and community outreach stories from
Broncos around the globe. Self-directed
immersion trips, teaching and tutoring,
immigration and refugee work,
disabilities assistance, college
counseling, feeding the hungry, purifying
water systems, clothing the homeless,
health and medical care for
impoverished nations-these are just a
few examples of how our alumni are
helping make the world a better place.
One story in particular really
exemplifies the way our alumni activities
reflect the University's success in
fulfilling its vision. Joe Knapp '71 is a
cardiologist in Montana who, with an
international group of other physicians,
is dedicated to supporting and
developing a heart surgery program for
children in Ethiopia. Joe will spend two

weeks out of every year in Ethiopia,
both working with and instructing local
physicians and health providers. Joe's
hope is that five years from now, his
Ethiopian colleagues will
have a self-sustaining
cardiology/cardiovascular
surgery capability for their
children and young adults.
Of his initial trip, Joe
reflected: "I've practiced
cardiology since 1982,
and without question the two weeks
we spent in Ethiopia were the most
rewarding experience of what has been
a terrific career. My only regret is that
I didn't start doing this years ago. It's
never too early to give back." Take pride
in Joe and other fellow Broncos by
reading about their accomplishments
at www.scu.edu/afo. And if you have a
story to share, please post it!

"Ifs never
to early to
give back."

SANTA

A real gift
The opportunity to read about our alumni
doing good in the world has been a
real gift. I am in awe of the passion our
Broncos have for those less fortunate.
You truly are men and women for others.
Santa Clara will continue challenging
students to develop their talents and
share them with those in need. In
response, the Alumni Association
remains dedicated to highlighting alumni
achievement as a way to reflect the
University's success in fulfilling its vision.

Go Broncos!

f)affej
Kathryn Kale '86
Executive Director
Alumni Association
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Mike Riley earned the certified
wealth strategist designation
through First Allied Securities.
Riley has lived at Lake Tahoe
for 15 years.

1964
Mobilize! ... and win an
iTunes gift card
Now you can send a class note on your
mobile device: Point that little browser
to: m.scu.edu/classnotes. Or use your
smartphone to take a picture of this
cool looking QR code. The first 50
people to send us a class note using the mobile form will be
entered in a drawing for one of three $25 iTunes gift cards.

19S3 Duane Louis is still
bravely battling Huntington's
disease. He enjoys his family
of 21 grandchildren and four
great-grandchildren.
1954

Charles B. French
writes, "Retired from family
medicine seven years, Tehama
Blend Extra Virgin Olive Oil
since 2005."
Henry M. Shea writes, "I
really felt sad about missing my
55-year class reunion in 2009.
However, my wife, Joan, and
I spent it in Sausalito with our
four children and their spouses.

We are celebrating our 50th
wedding anniversary this year,
and I certainly hope to make it
for our 60-year class reunion!"

1961 William

Regan is the
president of the Order of Malta
Western Association covering
13 western states.

1962

Stephen D. Home
MBA '66 writes, "[I'm] still
alive and working full-time as a
financial planner with MetLife,
and continue to keep in touch
with many of my classmates. [I
have] two grandchildren to talk
about, just ask. I am currently
living in Palo Alto."

Bob Garibaldi has
been inducted into the SacJoaquin Section Hall of Fame.
Garibaldi pitched for SCU in
the 1962 College World Series
and was named the CWS Most
Outstanding Player that year.
He later played four seasons
with the San Francisco Giants.

1966

Michael Nichols J.D.
'72 reports that Catherine and
Matt Nichols '00 welcomed a
baby girl, Camille, on Jan. 28.

1967 Kathy Dooling and
Mike Dooling are enjoying
six grandchildren. Kathy is
a professional artist and a
member of the Pasadena
art colony. She specializes in
California plein air images.
Dan Hanley MBA '69, J.D.
'7 4 celebrated the birth of his
granddaughter in August 2009.
Ronde! Neighbors M.A. '72
retired five years ago after 37
years teaching high school
English. He is now working
part-time at a golf course and
enjoying eight grandchildren.

1969

Joseph A. ThomasSawaya M.A. '70 is
recovering from mesothelioma
cancer and working part-time
as a psychologist in San Jose.
He has four children and eight
grandchildren.

1971 Janet

Kuhlman
retired from teaching in 2005.
Widowed in 2006 by David
Kuhlman, Janet continues
to reside in Huntington
Beach, Calif. She has two
grandchildren and spends
one-third of the year at home
in Hawaii. She has two grown
sons, David and Andrew, both
married.

1972 Peggy

(Lautze)
Metzger and Greg Metzger
'73 celebrated their daughter
Ellen Metzger's graduation
from SCU on June 12. Peggy
and Greg live in Connecticut.
Greg is with GE Capital and
Peggy is an occupational
therapist for special-needs
students.

1973 Tom Lunceford

is
teaching history at Washington
High School in Fremont. He
writes, "New roommate: CJ
Lunceford, 86 years young!"

1975 Gary Bertuccelli

was
recently promoted to Lead
Social Worker at Hospice of the
Valley. Gary provides emotional
support to patients transitioning
to hospice life, and assists
caregivers on a day-to-day
basis.

1976 Jay

M. Burcham
is serving as the chief of
staff of the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers Afghanistan
Engineer District-North, in
Kabul. Previously he served
as the deputy director of
strategic planning for the U.S.
Army Installation Management
Command in Arlington, Va.
Margaret A. Leonard J.D.
'79 retired from her private law
practice in 2008 and recently
rejoined the workforce as an
adventure guide. Her new
company, Slow Adventure
(www.slowadventure.us), takes

hikers/walkers on a four-day,
40-mile journey along the
Monterey Bay, from Santa
Cruz to Monterey, on North
America's only coastal-surfguided inn-to-inn walking
vacation. Leonard lives in
Santa Cruz with her spouse,
Clare; they celebrated 25 years
together in June.

1978

Kathy NavarreteDuque retired from Santa
Clara County-Probation
Department on June 1 , with
30 years of service. NavarreteDuque started as an SCU
college intern in 1978 and
now leaves as deputy chief of
probation-a stellar career with
many achievements, not the
least of which was first female
superintendent at the boys'
ranch.

1979 Ed McGovern and
Tina McGovern '80 are
pleased that their daughter
Meagan will be attending their
alma mater in the fall. Four
years ago they launched a
foundation named for their
son, the Jack McGovern
Coats Disease Foundation.
This rare eye disease affects
their 15-year-old and many
others, mostly boys between
the infancy and teen years,
around the world. It's a lifelong
battle they wage to keep their
eyesight. The McGoverns raise
funds to support research by
hosting a fashion event every
spring and a golf tournament
every summer. Thanks to
their friends and family,
the foundation sponsored
research and a national
conference of pediatric retinal
specialists in San Francisco
this past February. For more
information, visit www.
coatsdiseasefoundation. org.
1985 Jennifer (Stuhr)
Smith has been promoted
to chief of audit section with
the Employment Development
Department in Sacramento.
Smith and husband Angelo
reside in Redding with their
children, Nyjel and Emily.

19 88

Mallory Fidrych
married Bob Fidrych in October
2007 in Mission Santa Clara.
They had their daughter,
Mallory, in September 2008.
The family lives in Campbell.
Susan Miller is director of
marketing at Silver Spring
Networks in Redwood City. She
has two boys, ages 8 and 5,
with husband Gary Hornbeek,
and the family lives in Palo Alto.
Federico "Fred" Vaca was
recruited to Yale University,
School of Medicine, as a
professor of emergency
medicine and senior faculty
researcher. He is now living in
Southport, Conn., with his wife
and two boys, ages 14 and 12.

19 8 9

Jenni Symons Meek
has been inducted into the Los
Gatos High School Athletic Hall
of Fame for her outstanding
accomplishments in soccer,
field hockey, and softball during
her high school career.

SPEAKER

1990

SERI

Jane Hawley
has been appointed to the
position of director of business
development at My Eye Media
in Burbank, Calif. Prior, Hawley
spent her career at Vidfilm
International Digital as vice
president, global account
management.
Tina (Johnson-Cohen)
Murray MBA '97 and her
husband, Kirk, live with their
two children in Los Gatos. Tina
continues to consult on Agile
Software.

1991
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1999

Susana Ramirez
received a Ph.D. in
communication from the
University of Pennsylvania in
May. She has been awarded
a postdoctoral fellowship in
cancer prevention from the
National Cancer Institute and
will be earning a master!s in

I

PRESIDENT'S

ES

SERIES

FIVE:

THE LAw AND OuR
SOCIETY
CHANGING

Leon Panetta '60, J.D. '63
Director of the CIA
October 8, 2010
Mayer Theatre, 8 PM

Rosalyn Higgins
Former President,
International Court of Justice
Feb.24,2011
Mission Church, 7:30 PM

Alex Panelli recently
became the president and CEO
of Orbit Media.

Chief Legal Officer at Google

1995

April 13, 2011
Mayer Theatre, 7:30 PM

Maire O'Keefe
Byrne expanded her catering
business in the fall of 2009 to
open Thyme Cafe and Market
in Santa Monica, Calif. Thyme
Cafe specializes in seasonal
fresh gourmet foods.

1996

Mary Trujillo earned
a master's degree in Spanish
from the University of Colorado.

David Drummond '85

Ticketsare required.For more
informationabout the series
or to order tickets, visit
www.scu.edu/speakerseriesor
call 408-554-4400. This series
is co-sponsored by SCU's
Center of PerformingArts and
SCU School of Law.

1997 Perlita R.
Dicochea's manuscript,

38

environmental racism and
environmental justice policy.
She graduated from SCU with
a major in communication and
minors in ethnic studies and
women & gender studies in
1997. She earned an M.A.,
in communication/rhetoric at
Arizona State University in 1999
and her Ph.D. in ethnic studies
at U.C. Berkeley in 2006.

"Between Borderlands and
Bioregionalism: Life-Place
Lessons Along a Polluted
River," was published in the
Spring 2010 issue of the
Journal of Borderlands Studies,
25/1 . In this piece, Dicochea
explores the relationships
between bioregionalism and
borderland lifeways in the
narratives of Mexican and
Mexican-American residents
living along the toxic binational
New River, which crosses the
Mexicali and Imperial Valley
desert regions of Southern
and Baja California. Dicochea
is an assistant professor
in Ethnic Studies at SCU.
Her research areas include

www.scu.edu/speakerseries
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Treacy,S.J.'77.The
HelenYi '93 and
bridalpartyincluded
JamesChoion May
EmilyWilcox'03
16, 2009,at Mission
and'10,KateHurley
SantaClara.The
'09,andJuliaNiles
weddingwaspresidedby Christopher '07. OtherBroncos
Craig
Cartwright,
S.J.,and • in attendance:
'04 andMelissa
Reverend
SunghoLee.
Corica'04, Michael
Morethan200guests
'07, Andrea
witnessed
theceremony, Ledesma
Nicholson
'07, Emily
andthecelebration
'07,
continued
at theBridges Houdeshell
GolfClubin SanRamon. DanieleGardner
'08, HectorGuzman
ThecouplehoneyYoung
moonedin Parisandwill '07, Anthony
welcome
theirfirstbaby '09, JoeyKarp'09,
MissyReinhardt
in September
2010.
'08, KristenHarvey
JosephLarrenaga
'07, JohnSpieth'06,
'00 andRachelRagni
TracySilvey'07,
on Dec.5, 2009,at the
MaggieSpicer'07,
Mission.
CareyDeAngelis
'05,
MaureenMuscat'91
JennyMoody'07,
assistant
director,chap- andMBA'99, Kathy
Kale'86, andArnie
tersandgroupsfor the
SCUAlumniAssociation, '86 andMariavon
Massenhausen
'87.
andBrianSullivan
on
OtherSCUcommunity
May8.Theceremony
members
in attendance
wasat MissionSanta
Clara,presidedbyJack wereMichaelE.Engh,

public health from the Harvard
School of Public Health
beginning in fall 2010. She and
her husband, Kristopher Unger,
welcomed their first child, a
baby boy, Matias Kristopher
Unger-Ramirez,on Aug. 1,
2009.

2003

S.J.,andJimBriggs
(president's
office).

2008

MatthewJ. Smurda
'07 andEmilySultan
'07 in July2009in
Hawaii.Mattis in his
lastyearat LoyolaLaw
Schoolin LosAngeles;
he is thegrandson
of
JohnSmurda'46.

LandonReese'08
andJacinthMeskers
'07 on May22.The
couplewasmarriedat
herparents'housein
Aurora,Ore.Theweddingpartyincluded
JamesBickford'08,
RyanShulz'08, Nick
Leong'08, andAlix
Bogehold
'07.The
coupleresidesin Boise,
Idaho.

2010

Albert Qian

graduated at the end of winter
quarter and is on the hunt for
full-time work. In the meantime,
he is catching up with friends
and networking with soon-lobe seniors at Life After SCU.
He lives in Santa Clara.

AmberValdivia'08
andSeanSeggieon
May15 on the Big
Islandof Hawaii.

GRADUATE

1970 Arthur Money
Annie Hagan

RACE

GIVING

Griselda Ramirez

was recently hired by The
Salinas Californian newspaper
to report on news and feature
stories from Salinas school
districts and Hartnell College.
She will also report on districts
in north county and south
county, and California State
University,Monterey Bay.

completed dental school at the
Universityof SouthernCalifornia
School of Dentistryin 2010. She
will be returningto the Bay Area
to practice with her older sister,
ChristineHansen,and associates
in Palo Alto. She is excited to

BRONCOS'
SCU ALUMNI

be able to provide dental care
for her fellow Broncos in the
surroundingarea.

TO

M.S. was appointed to the
government advisory board at
Iridium Communications Inc.
He previously served as the
chief information officer of the
U.S. Department of Defense
and the U.S. Air Force.

1972 G. Edward Rudloff

RAISE

PARTICIPATION

PROGRESS

A big thank you to the 6,711 alumni donors who rose to the chal_l~ng~.
It's because of your contributions that the SCU alumni giving part1c1pat1on
has risen to 18.64 percent, an appreciable increase over the last two years.
With your help we have been successful in reversing the trend of declining
alumni participation as observed over the past decade.
But, there's more work to be done. We encourage you to continue giving-big
or small, every gift has a lasting impact.
For more information or to give to Santa Clara University, visit
www.scu.edu/give or contact Mike Wallace, director of the Santa Clara Fund,
at mjwallace@scu.edu.

ii'

'i

Jr. J.D. writes, "We are very
proud that our son, Christian,
graduated this June from
the University of California,
Davis, with his BA in political
science."

1973 Alvaro A. Reis
MBA is retired, traveling, and
participating in the Osher
Program at SCU as well as
spending time at SCU events.

1974 Gregory Morris J.D.
is a national consultant for the
West Hazelton information
technology company. He
has more than 30 years of
experience in public policy law.

1975 Grace Chan MBA
has joined the corporate team
at MerchantCircle as director
of merchant monetization.
PreviouslyChan was senior
manager, channel strategy and
product marketing,at Yahoo!
and worked in various positions
at Intel.
Justice Steven M.

Vartabedian J.D. retired
from the Fifth District Court of
Appeals after nearly 29 years
as a jurist.

1982 Rebecca Veltman
J.D. is enjoying her retirement
and her first grandchild,
Roman, who just turned 4.
She plans to volunteer for the
local courts, which are suffering
cutbacks for the coming year.
All that and travel are keeping
Veltman very busy.

1983 Jeff Hornung MBA
was hired by Syncsort Inc.
to lead strategy, product
management, and business
development across all
company lines. Syncsort is
a global leader in protection
software and extreme
performance integration.

1991 Sigal Marash MBA
was named director of quality
assurance and food safety for
Colorful Harvest in Salinas,
Calif. She has more than a
decade of experience in the
domestic and international
fresh produce industries.

Ellen Ruebsamen Brown
M.A. retired from nursing and
counseling. She is pursuing
a hobby and career as a
watercolor artist, and is a
signature member of the local
Pikes Peak W.C. Society.
She presently has a painting
accepted into the Rockies
West National 18th Annual
National Exhibition and another
accepted into the Texas
Watercolor Society 61st annual
exhibit.

1992 Constance M.
Dixon-So Lisa M.A. is
co-editor/co-author of an
educational binder, Hands
Helping Hands, for the
Alameda County Office of
Education. With an emphasis
on social skills, it's more
applicable to use for specialeducation students.

1994

John F. Eyrich J.D.

has formed a new partnership,
Schindler Eyrich LLP, and
continues to focus on trust,
estate, and fiduciary matters
and related civil claims and
appeals. The firm has offices in
Los Angeles and Washington
state.

1995 Paul Aggarwal MBA
was appointed vice president
of pre-construction services
from his former position as
vice president of estimating
at Cupertino Electric Inc.
Aggarwal will set the strategic
direction for the company's
pursuit of new projects and
oversee all pre-construction
activities.

Patrice(Mueller)
Stork'76, MBA
'78-her firstgrandbaby,Caitlin.Her
daughterKathleen
Stork'09 is alsoan
SCUgraduate.

LisaSammon'83
andhusbandEric
Fischer-a baby
girl,EmilyGenevieve
Michael,on May25.
Thefamilylivesin
SantaClara.
LauraRogers
Stimson'84 and
husbandCharles
"Cully"Stimson-Will
andCate.Theyjoin
IanandSophia,both
7 yearsold.Laurais
directorof theCareer
Litigation
Trackfor the
U.S.Navy,andCullyis
a seniorfellowat the
HeritageFoundation
in
Washington,
D.C.

Sara(Pike)
Wilczewski'90 and
husbandMichaeltheirsecondchild,
AndrewJohn,onApril
19.Weighing
9.3
pounds,hejoinsbig
sisterChiaraElisabeth,
21 months.
Thelamily livesin Centennial,
Colo.

Alyssa(Schaeffer)
Tannert'93 and
ThomasTannert
'94, M.S.'99, and
MBA'04-a baby
boy,RollanHans,on
Feb.8. Hewas8 lbs.,

8 oz.,and21¾ inches
long.Hejoinsbig
sisterLarena,
age4.
Thefamilylivesin San
Jose.

Kirstie(Cope)
Farrar'95 andhusbandJeff-their fourth
child,MarenJean,on
Jan.17.Marenjoins
big brotherCaleb,5,
angelbrotherToby,
andbigsisterRane,
2. Thefamilylivesin
Connecticut.

DavidBernhardt
'96
andwife□area-their
first childSierraRiley,
onApril26.Thefamily
livesin SanJose.
GarrettWade'96
andwifeLisa-their
first child,EmilyMarie
Wade,onJune11.
Amanda(Santana)
Liang'97 andhusbandAdrian-a baby
boy,GriffinJia-Wen,
on Sept.30, 2009.He
joinsbrotherJack,2,
at homein LosAltos.

Maritez(Garcia)
Gonzales
'98 and
husband
Wil-their
thirdchild,JudahCruz
Gonzales,
on March
17. Hejoinsbig brothersJosiah,5, and
Jonah,3.

Liz (Hammonds)
DeBord'99 andhusbandSamDeBord-a
babyboy,RexWilliam
DeBord,
onApril21.

Hejoinsbig sisterAnna firstchild,sonLuke
at homein Seattle.
Michael,onApril19.
Hewas7 pounds,
4
SebastianMejias
ounces,and20 inches
'00 andIris (Ayala) long.Stephanie
is a
Mejias'01-their
first-grade
teacherin
secondchild,Camila,
SanJoseandMichael
on May23, 2009.
is a realestateattorney
Olderbrother,
in PaloAlto.Thefamily
Sebastian
Nicolas,is
livesin SanJose.
now3½ yearsoldand
is thrilledto havea
Carrie(Lawler)
babysister.Thefamily McCullagh
'01 and
livesin Milpitas.
MarcMcCullagh
'01theirseconddaughter,
EmilyNelson'00
Madeline
Patricia,on
andPaulNelson
Feb.27.Thefamily,
'01-their first child,
includingbigsister
JaredDamianKijoon
Anna,2½, residesin
Nelson,
onJune10.
Portland,
Ore.
MattNichols'00
Sarah(Naumes)
andCatherine-a
Primerano
'01 and
babygirl,Camille,on
husband
Kevin-their
Jan.28.
secondson,Giovanni

Colette(Meyer)
Perachiotti
'00 and
TonyPerachiotti
'00-a babyboy,
Dominic
Charles,
on
April9.Theylivein
Marin.

Jayne(Whitney)
Cantella'01 and
husband
Joseph
Cantella-theirsecond
son,SamuelWilliam,
on May25. Hejoins
bigbrotherJoseph
Christian,
2. The
happyfamilyresidesin
Oakley,
Calif.

Rei,on May6.The
familyincludesbig
brotherRocco,2, and
residesin Medford,
Ore.Sarahis the
generalmanager
for Naumes'Oregon
Motorsports.

Kristi(Harrington)
Cannon'02 andJon
Cannon-a son,Jax
Robert,onApril19.Jax
joinsbigbrotherJace.

MikeHelms'02
andAngela(Mares)
Helms'04-a baby
girl,RileighMadison,
onJune2. Shewas
Stephanie
6 pounds,6 ounces,
(Deddens)
and19.5inches
MacDonald
'01 and
MichaelMacDonald long.Rileighjoinsher
bigbrotherCarter.
'02, J.D.'05-their

Thefamilyresidesin
Mountain
View.

Maren(Hawkins)
Pellant'02 andhusbandButchPellant-a
daughter,
SawyerJane,
on Feb.18. Sawyer
joinsbigbrother
Beckham,
4, andbig
sister,Tylie,3.

Erin(Allen)
Tresmontan
'02
andhusband
Tony
Tresmontan-adaughter,MollyJoan,on
April30.

Erin(Patrick)
Anderson
'03 and
AlexAnderson
'03-a babyboy,
Asher,on May27. He
joinssisterSavannah,
2, at homein Ottawa,
Canada.

Sarina(Passarelli)
Bronson
'03 and
husbandGreg-a son,
John,onApril3. John
joinsbigbrotherLuke,
2. Thefamilylivesin
SquawValley,Calif.

Becki(Fowler)
Gervin'03 andhusbandBrad-their first
girl,SadieJo,onApril
11.Thefamilylivesin
SanJose.Beckiis the
publicrelationsand
communications
managerat Montalvo
Arts
Centerin Saratoga.

Francisco Granadino MBA
was appointed the NCSA sales
director for Ashtech in April.

1997 Jeffrey Baier M.A.
has been appointed the new
superintendent of Los Altos
School District.

Rosenlieb and Kimball LLP to
be an owner in the firm. Adams
has been with the firm since
1999, working in the business
counseling, transaction, and tax
department.

1998

2001

certified to work in the state
of California as a school
psychologist.

former software entrepreneur,
has taken to the tequila-making
business, setting up the
headquarters of his new brand,
Arla, in the Bay Area. He was
recently featured in the San

Sandy Finch DeMasi
M.A. has recently become

1999 Jennifer Adams
J.D. was chosen by Klein,

David Fox MBA,

Francisco Chronicle.

2005

Suzanne K.
Nusbaum LLM is a fellow

of the Chartered Institute of
Arbitrators.

Phil Winston M.A. has been
chosen as the principal of Palo
Alto High School. He taught
special education in the Milpitas
Unified School District before
coming to Palo Alto in 2005,
and has been the assistant
principal at Gunn High School
since 2007.

2008

Steve Grey M.A.

is heading to Nairobi, Kenya,
as a Kiva Fellow to work with
Small and Micro Enterprise
Programme. He spent 20
years as a Silicon Valley hightech worker before getting
a master's in counseling
psychology at SCU, and then
traveling and volunteering in 26
countries between July 2008
and August 2009.

DeNatale, Goldner, Cooper,
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trips to see his cousins and grandparents
who remained near Crescent City; one
grandfather ran a construction company
that built levees along the Mississippi.
After Hurricane Katrina, Grasser was
the first to sign up for the SCU Alumni
Association's planned trip
The Italian
to New Orleans to help. In
connection gave him
December 2006, Grasser and
an extra bond with
more than 30 others 0ent
lgnatian Award-recognizes
one of his first and
to work stripping and rehabalumni who live the ideals
most famous students,
bing homes devastated by
of competence, conscience,
and compassion through outformer Chancellor
wind and flood. Grasser has
standing service to humanity.
Paul Locatelli,
since returned five times,
Louis I. Bannan, S.J. AwardS.J. '60, whose
recruiting classmates to come
honors alumni for distingrandfather hailed
along. Locally, for 12 years he
guished service to the Alumni
Association and University.
from the same area
and SCU roommate Marty
as Belotti and whose
McHale '67 conducted
Paul L. Locatelli, S.J.
Award-honors
SCU facmother came from the
Communion services for
ulty or staff for outstandsame hometown as his
immobile residents of a San
ing service to the Alumni
wife, Rose. Bestowing
Association and University.
Jose retirement home. He's
his namesake award
also an active supporter of the
on his old friend only
University, serving on the stuenhanced its meaning,
dent recruitment calling team,
Locatelli said. "Over more than 50 years,
Board of Fellows, and Board of Regents.
since I took a finance class from you
during my senior year, I have, in genuine
ENRIQUE FLORES '01, M.A. '06
awe and great esteem, watched you
IGNATIAN
AWARD
develop into a Santa Clara faculty member
par excellence."
Private school was never in the budget

Words and deeds
Their contributions reach from the
Mission Campus to New Orleans,
from East San Jose to Uganda.
Meet the recipients of the 201 0
Alumni Association Awards,
which were presented April 24.
MARIO BELOTTI
PAUL L. LOCATELLI, S.J. AWARD

Professor of Economics Mario Belotti has
taught at Santa Clara for more than 50
years. It's become almost ritual on the first
day of class for one or two fresh faces to
offer regards from their parents, whom he
taught a generation earlier.This spring,
Belotti taught an undergrad whose father
and grandfather both had been his students.
Belotti is well known for his annual
economic forecasts. For the past two
decades, he has also spent summers
crossing the globe as an economic consultant in developing nations. The poverty
he's seen has reminded him of his own
childhood in Northern Italy-where 22
family members from three generations
packed a house with no running water
or electricity.
Broncosextraordinaire:
from left,PhilGrasser,
EnriqueFlores,MarioBelotti,MarieBarry,and
DougBarry

The Awards

PHIL GRASSER '67, M.A. '69
IGNATIAN

AWARD

Grasser was just five when his family left
Louisiana for Los Angeles, but his connection to New Orleans never faded. Summer
vacations often began with two-day train
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for Flores, the son of a janitor and a
housecleaner. He began helping earn his
keep at an age when many kids still play
with toys. By 11, he was diving in dumpsters for cans that could be cashed in;
soon he was cleaning car windows, painting houses, and taking odd jobs.
The family had bigger concerns than
finances, though. So many boys in their
East San Jose neighborhood ended
up ensnared in drugs and gangs-then
prison. Worried for his son, Flores' father
opened up to one of the priests at Santa
Clara's Jesuit Community, where he served
as custodian.
The priest contacted Bellarmine College
Preparatory, which set in motion the process that ultimately resulted in a scholarship for young Enrique. It wasn't an easy
transition. Flores went from having just 20
minutes of homework a night to at least
an hour for each class. His classmates
seemed to be from a different worl~.
But he found himself supporte~ by
school officials who believed in him long
before he ever did. They pushed him to go
to college and required him to do community service projects.
Bellarmine led to Santa Clara-where
academic success came with a sense of

responsibility. Often Flores would meet with
friends released from prison and wonder
why he had been the one to escape. He
worked in jobs that would allow him to give
back-such as his current role as adult
education teacher for substance abuse
intervention at the Elmwood Correctional
Facility. But he always wanted to do more.
In 2003, he launched East Side Heroes,
a nonprofit organization that mentors kids
and pays for their private school tuition.
In seven years, he's raised $185,000,
sending 10 kids to high schools including
Bellarmine, Mitty, and Notre Dame. This fall,
freshman Alma Acosta becomes the first
of these students to attend Santa Clara.

DOUG BARRY '66, J.D.'74
AND MARIE BARRY '68
LOUIS

I. BANNAN,

When Doug Barry was 15, he was chosen
to join a Navy transport ship on a transPacific voyage from Fort Mason in San
Francisco to Japan. For the son of a Coast
Guardsman who grew up with sailing in his
blood, getting to stand side-by-side with
the men steering the ship was a dream
come true.
"I was hooked for life," he says.
When he enrolled at Santa Clara, he
asked for permission to drop Army ROTC,
then required of all underclassmen, so he
could enroll in the Navy's officer training
program. He got a firm no. That didn't
stop him, though. He fulfilled the Army
ROTC requirement and enrolled in Navy
ROTC on his own. That led to five years
as a Naval intelligence officer, during which
he worked in the basement of the White
House's West Wing and learned fluent
Russian. Barry returned to SCU for law
school and has made a career as a Silicon
Valley businessman.
He and wife Marie-who parlayed skills
in medical writing and management into a
role as head of international business for
Alza Corp.-have both been heavily
involved in helping Santa Clara. In 2001,
the couple spearheaded a $500,000 gift to
the University to establish the Alza
Corporation Science Scholars fund. For
the past decade, Marie has served as
judge for the annual Tech Awards. She
also served a year as national president
of the Alumni Association; with their son
Christopher '92, she serves on the
SCU Board of Regents. Recently, the
Barrys were instrumental in developing a
strategic plan for the Alumni Association.

a
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Wind Uprising
Where does your electricity come from? In Utah, there's a
pretty sure bet: 95 percent of the state's electricity comes from
coal-fired plants. But a few years ago, an entrepreneur named
Tracy Livingston set out to change that by building the state's
first wind farm in Spanish Fork Canyon, not far from the city of
Provo. Livingston didn't expect an epic struggle, but that's what
he got: a four-year-long fight to overcome legislative hurdles,
skittish investors, arcane utility rules, and NIMBY pushback from
EdStafford
residents. Two marketing professors at Utah State UniversityEdwin R. Stafford MBA '89 and a colleague-followed
the drama as it unfolded and
created the gripping (and award-winning) documentary Wind Uprising, narrated by
former GOP Sen. Jake Garn. Stafford was no novice to the subject; he specializes in
how to pitch renewable energy, and his green marketing research has been featured in
The New York Times, USA Today, BusinessWeek, and The Wall Street Journal. Santa
Clara Magazine caught up with Stafford this spring, just as he returned home from an
800-mile film tour across Utah.
SCM: Your work emphasizes the
considerable social and economic good
to come with a shift to a green economy.
What set you on that path?
Stafford: My desire to pursue a Ph.D. in
marketing was largely motivated by my
experience at Santa Clara. I found SCU professors to be true master teacher-scholars.
Professors Dennis Moberg and Lewis
Winters instilled the value of research that
can make a difference in real business situations and the world. Tyzoon Tyebjee, who
passed away a few years ago, probably had
the greatest impact on me. He researched
strategic alliances between Silicon Valley
companies and became an informal mentor.
I always had an environmental ethic,
so when I arrived at Utah State University
I began researching,partnerships with
an environmental twist-collaborations
between companies and environmental
groups (e.g., McDonald's and Environmental
Defense Fund}. Today, such green alliances
are commonplace, but they were quite
novel when I began publishing in this area in
the mid-1990s. Collaboration is at the heart
of diffusing cleantech innovations.

What's the latest with Wind Uprising?
Has it shifted the debate about renewables in Utah?

We're now doing the film festival circuit.
In addition to winning the Seven Summits
Award at the Mountain Film Festival in
February, we screened the film at the lndie
Spirit Film Festival in April. We also plan
to air the film on PBS and cable television.
Invitations to show the film are streaming
in, so it looks like it may be a busy year. We
intend to show the film at universities, political and energy forums, and independent
theaters across the country.
Given the polarization of our politics, and
Utah being one of the most politically conservative states in the union, we purposely
framed the film to not dwell on hot-button
issues such as climate change, but instead
emphasized new energy and economic
opportunities that can benefit communities. The film offers a behind-the-scenes
look at dealing with monopoly utilities,
working through city council meetings, and
engaging the public in the highly regulated
electricity market. Electricity is not an inherently "sexy" subject, so few people really
understand (or care) what it takes for clean
energy entrepreneurs to make a difference.
We hope our film can help change that.
Justin Gerdes G)

See updatesat santaclaramagazine.com
Sponsor

Date

Event

Contact

Contact Info

SEPTEMBER
8

Orange County

Chapter Planning Meeting

Haunani Nakabara '03

naninakabara@yahoo.com

11

San Diego

Alumni Night at the Padres

Jill Sempel '00

jill_sempel@yahoo.com
cdeangelis@scu.edu

12

Alumni Association

Santa Clara Vintage XXVII

Carey DeAngelis '05

14

Seattle

Alumni Night at the Mariners

Maria von Massenhausen '87

mvonmassenhausen@scu.edu

16

Denver

Career Networking Reception

Therese lvancovich '93

tivancovich@yahoo.com

17

Alumni Association

Legacy Barbecue

Maureen Muscat '91 MBA '99

mmuscat@scu.edu

18

Monterey/Salinas AFO

Ag Against Hunger Service Project

Nick Fanti '01

nfantl@johnsonfantl.com

77th Annual Dinner

Maria von Massenhausen '87

mvonmassenhausen@scu.edu

Alumni Night at the Fire

Jack Bycraft '89

jbycraft@scualum.com

First Friday Mass & Lunch

Priscilla Corona

pcorona@scu.edu

Tutoring Project for 8th Graders

Martin Sanchez '02

mpsanchez@scu.edu
jdsolly@gmail.com

Marin

23

Chicago

25

OCTOBER
1

Alumni Association

2

Los Angeles AFO

3

Portland

Men's Soccer Pre-Game Reception

Jeremy Solly '05

5

Santa Rosa

Oktoberfest Reception and
Brewery Tour

Heidi von der Mehden '97

heidi.vonderMehden@arrowoodwinery.com

6

Reno/Tahoe

Annual Alumni Luncheon with
USF & St. Mary's

Jenny Moody '07

jmoody@scu.edu

8-10

Alumni Association

Grand Reunion Weekend

Alumni Office

408-554-6800

10

Alumni Association

Football Reunion

Paul Neilan '70

pneilan@scu.edu

14

Las Vegas

Oktoberfest Reception and
Brewery Tour

Kim Walker '79 and
Kerry Lieb '81

kimwalkercpa@gmail.com

16

Asian/Pacific Islander

Kawayan Folk Arts presents Makiling

Danielle Schnabel '07

danielle@kawayanfolkarts.org

20

Chicago

Young Alumni Spirituality & Networking Mary Modeste Smoker '81

msmoker@scu.edu

Los Angeles

Region Three Kick-Off Event

Jenny Moody '07

jmoody@scu.edu

21

Peninsula

Post-Work Networking

Carole Low '93

carolelow@yahoo.com

30

Santa Clara Valley AFO

Mission Tour with Nativity Girls

Mary Modeste Smoker '81

msmoker@scu.edu

30

Los Angeles AFO

Tutoring Project for 8th Graders

Martin Sanchez '02

mpsanchez@scu.edu

37th Annual Dinner

Jenny Moody '07

jmoody@scu.edu

21

NOVEMBER
4

Central Coast
Alumni Association

First Friday Mass & Lunch

Priscilla Corona

pcorona@scu.edu

6

Peninsula AFO

Food Packing at St. Francis Center

Mary Modeste Smoker '81

msmoker@scu.edu

6

Phoenix AFO

Service Project at Maggie's Place

Lynn Brysacz '83

mizbry@gmail.com

10

Santa Cruz

Fall Luncheon

Bob Dennis '79

rdennis@lighthousebank.net

13

East Bay AFO

Food Packing at St. Vincent de Paul

Mary Modeste Smoker '81

msmoker@scu.edu

14

Denver

Presidential Mass & Brunch

Colleen Reilly '97

Colleen.Reilly@employeetotalwellbeing.com

14

San Francisco

Rival 10 Run

Kristina Alvarez '09

kmalvarez@scu.edu

5

18
20

Fresno

Chapter Planning Meeting

Jenny Moody '07

jmoody@scu.edu

Los Angeles AFO

Tutoring Project for 8th Graders

Martin Sanchez '02

mpsanchez@scu.edu

DECEMBER
3

Alumni Association

First Friday Mass & Lunch

Priscilla Corona

pcorona@scu.edu

4

San Francisco AFO

Packing Toys for Tots with
SF Firefighters

Mary Modeste Smoker '81

msmoker@scu.edu

9

Santa Clara Valley AFO

Holiday Party for Home Safe Shelter

Mary Modeste Smoker '81

msmoker@scu.edu

12

San Francisco

Alumni Night at the Nutcracker

Kristina Alvarez '09

kmalvarez@scu.edu

Santa Clara University, a comprehensive Jesuit,
Catholic university located 40 miles south of San
Francisco in California's Silicon Valley, offers its 8,846
students rigorous undergraduate curricula in arts and

sciences, business,theologyand engineering,plus
master's and law degrees and engineering Ph.D.s.
Distinguished nationally by one of the highest

graduation rates among all U.S. master'suniversities,
California's oldest operating higher-education institution
demonstrates faith-inspired values of ethics and social
justice. For more information, see www.scu.edu.
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Update Your E-mail Address
Receive University news, Alumni ·Association
updates, information about your school or
class, and reunion announcements via e-mail.
The Alumni Association is making strides to
become more sustainable and you can too.
Visit www.scu.edu/addressupdate to ensure
we have your current e-mail address.

The artist and his work
Gerald P. Sullivan, S.J., died on Saturday, May 15, after a
long illness. Born in Sacramento in 1931, Gerry entered the
Society of Jesus in 1949; he was a Jesuit for 60 years, a priest
for 41. He lectured in SCU's Department of Religious Studies
1967-68 and, after receiving his MFA, returned to Santa Clara
University as a member of the art and art history department.
He served as department chair, 1974-80, and retired as senior
lecturer in 2009. Gerry worked in a variety of media, including
oil, acrylic, and watercolor. He exhibited his work in a number of
individual and group shows at the de Saisset Museum, the Triton
Museum, and other venues. Among his work is the 8-by-24-foot
acrylic on canvas mural, The Valley Now and Then, depicting
the history of the Santa Clara Valley. Commissioned by the Irvine
Foundation in 1996, it now hangs in the University library. He also
designed and executed the ceramic decorations for the St. Clare
Chapel and Mausoleum at Santa Clara Mission Cemetery.

Remembering Fess Parker
Under a bright blue Santa Barbara sky on a March afternoon,
with soft ocean waves rolling in on the beach, actor
Fess Parker was memorialized in a wide, colorful rotunda in
his signature hotel, The Fess Parker Doubletree Resort. Movie
stars, real estate agents, city council members, winemakers,
friends, and a handful of nuns joined the family in remembering
and honoring a man who was obviously loved and respected.
He had died just a week before, on March 18.
One city councilman recalled their frequent, loud, and public
disagreements about land development but said they always
remained good friends because, along with being stubborn, Fess
was deeply honest and wanted the best for the community.
Everyone spoke of his generosity. He was a benefactor for
many causes, but his philanthropy was distinguished by his personal commitment of time. He paid attention to people, he gave
them his own days, he shared with them who he was.
Sometime in the 1980s, we were searching for a place in
Santa Barbara to hold a Santa Clara alumni reunion and fundraiser.
Fess had offered to host an event if ever we needed it; when
asked, Fess agreed without hesitation to a Sunday afternoon at
his home overlooking the ocean. Of course, a host of invitees
showed up! Fess stayed around for the entire afternoon, greeting
guests and showing an interest in everyone. After the event was
over, his beautiful wife, Marcie, presented the Santa Clara contingent with a meal that, for me, has hardly been surpassed.

They were a loving couple and always traveled together to the
Golden Circle. For so many years, Fess was an incomparable
master of ceremonies: He knew how to play to the audience. On
one occasion, especially, he had to ad lib quickly. Telling a joke,
he held the microphone away from his mouth as he laughed and
dropped it; he bent over to pick it up and there was an audible
rip. He stood up, red-faced, and indicated that the seat of his
trousers needed an adjustment. He then walked backward off
the stage-to the delighted applause of the audience.
The Fess Parker Studio Theatre stands as a testament to
Fess' commitment to Santa Clara. The Board of Fellows, of
which Fess was a member, had early on decided that the
proceeds from the Golden Circle Theatre Party would go toward
the building of a new theatre, and every
year that event contributed a sizable
amount of money to the project.
Ray Rosendin on SCU's Board
of Fellows, along with Walter
Schmidt, S.J., who served as
SCU's vice president for University
Relations, encouraged Fess to take
a visible role in the annual production. It was largely because of Fess'
commitment that the event became
as successful as it was.
The theatre project, which
received a large grant from the
Mayer Foundation, was named
after Louis 8. Mayer; in recognition of the signal work of the Board
of Fellows, and of Fess' personal
contribution of time and talent,
the small experimental theatre
was named after Fess. The
theatre opened in 1975 to
gratifying acclaim.
His legendaryrole: FessParker,
Fess' loyalty was always obvious, right,as DavyCrockett,with
but that loyalty was not simply to
Fr.WalterSchmidt.
an institution; he had enjoyed the
companionship of the Fellows, he
was fond of the then-president, Thomas Terry, S.J., and
he had cherished his friendship with Fr. Schmidt. When Fr.
Schmidt died, Fess was there in the front row in the Mission
Church for the funeral. Fess Parker was a gentleman who
honored his commitments. William Rewak, S.J.

e

William Rewak, S.J., served as president of Santa Clara University 1976--1988.
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1933 Lester O'Meara,

Jan.
16, 201 o. He served as an
officer in the Navy during WWII
and later became a principal
in the mechanical engineering
firm O'Meara-Sanford-Alessi.

1937 William DeFries,
April 5, 2010. Born in Manila,
Philippine Islands, he served in
the U.S. Air Force and worked
as a county and a state regional
health officer, college professor,
doctor, and medical consultant
for the state of California.
Survivors include Richard
DeFries '79.

1940

Edward D. S.
Sullivan, Jan. 12, 2010. The
native of Virginia City, Nev.,
served in the Army Air Force
and taught English literature at
San Diego State University. He
later taught at Wuhan University
in China.

1942

Col. Raymond K.
Lutz (USAF Ret.), Nov. 9,
2009. He was 89 years old.
George Poppin, March 1,
201 0. Born in Phoenix, Ariz.,
he served in WWII with the
rank of captain. He taught at
high schools in the Bay Area,
and was head rosarian at
Golden Gate Park.

1943

George Falkenthal,
Dec. 29, 2009.
Fr. James Ganahl, Feb.
13, 2010. Born in Corona,
Calif., he enlisted in the U.S.
Navy during World War II and
later served in a number of
parishes in San Diego and San
Bernardino Counties.
Victor Kramer, Jan. 17,
201 0. The Phoenix native was
an Army veteran of WWII and
Korea and later a real estate
broker.

194 7 Fred L. Doelker
Jr., March 31, 2010. Born
in Alameda and raised in
Oakland, he taught English
and Latin for 26 years in
Campbell.
Ralph J. Oswald, Dec. 21,
2009.

1948

M. Tenney
Campbell, Jan. 13, 2010.
Born in 1926 in Honolulu,
he was an executive in the
hydraulic and pneumatic
engineering distribution
business.
Dr. Franklin Dotoli, March
15, 201 o. Born in 1924, he
was raised in Nutley, Calif.,
where he ran a distinguished
medical practice for more than
50 years.
James Rowan Hardin,
March 6, 201 o. A native of
Sonora and Tuolumne County,
Hardin was a fighter pilot
during WWII. He practiced law
for 31 years before serving
as a Superior Court judge
for 12 years. His survivors
include Jeanette Thorup '68,
Arkme Matschullat '70, and
Rowena Garon '73.

1949

BUILD FOR THE FUTURE
THROUGH THE THOMAS I. BERGIN LEGACY SOCIETY

THE FIRST GRADUATE of Santa Clara College, in
1857, Thomas I. Bergin was also the first recipient o'. a bachelor's
degree awarded in California. The legacy he left to his alma mater
in 1915 was a $100,000 cash bequest in his will.

YOU CAN JO IN the Bergin Society and share _inthe legacy of this distinguished alumnus. Sim~ly l:t. us know 1fyou have
already included Santa Clara in your will, hvmg trust, or other
estate plan, or if you intend to do so.

SANTA CLARA PROVIDES a variety of estate and
gift planning services, and there are many tax benefi~s as well.
Plus, we can thank you for your gift and explore options about
the use of your gift!

Formoreinformation:
Bill Sheehan,Directorof PlannedGiving• 408-554-4305• wsheehan@scu.edu
Liz GallegosGlynn,AssociateDirectorof PlannedGiving• 408-554-5595
• www.scu.edu/plannedgiving
egallegosglynn@scu.edu
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Adolph Canelo, Nov.
19, 2009. Canelo moved to
Merced in 1955 as a young
attorney and formed the law
firm now known as Canelo,
Wilson, Wallace, and Padron.
George E. Grenfell, March 26,
2010. Raised in Yosemite Valley
National Park, Grenfell practiced
pediatric dentistry in San Mateo
for 30 years. He was a B-17
pilot in WWII.

1950

Dr. James Buckley,
April 8, 2010. Born in 1927,
he served in the Navy before
establishing a medical practice
in Belmont, later joining the
staff of Sequoia Hospital in
Redwood City and teaching at
Stanford Medical School. He
and his wife raised 12 children.
Frank Druding, Jan. 29,
201 o.A father, mentor, and
engineer, he served on SCU's
Board of Regents. He was a
visionary in the early years of
software development for the

aerospace industry with farreaching accomplishments.

Howard J. Lindekugel, Jan.
3, 2010.
Parmly Martin, Sept. 2,
2009. He was 83 years old.
He grew up in Burlingame and
served in the Coast Guard
during WWII and the Army
during the Korean conflict.
Harold Anthony Toso, March
10, 201 0. The Stockton native
lived in Moraga. He and his
twin brother, Harvey, earned allleague baseball honors for two
years while playing for SCU. He
was 81.

1952 Joseph

Manuel
Cambra, Feb. 18, 2010.
He was 83 years old. Born
and raised in Santa Clara,
Cambra was awarded
numerous medals for service
during WWII. He enjoyed a
long career at NASA Ames
Research Center.
Peter Dominique "Mick"
Laxalt, March 20, 2010. Born
in Nevada in 1931, he had a
passion for Lake Tahoe and
was an accomplished writer
whose work included two
children's books and numerous
reviews and articles.
Peter Naughton Murphy,
March 19, 2010. Born in New
Rochelle, N .Y., he grew up
in McCloud, Calif. His career
in the lumber industry took
him to Terra Linda, Calif., and
Birmingham, Mich.

1953 John Forrest Cronin
J.D. '58, April 18, 2010. He
served with distinction as a
deputy district attorney in Orange
County, Calif., for 31 years.
John A. Maloney, May 12,
201 0. Born and raised in
Sayre, Penn., he served in
WWII as an infantryman and
later as a social worker. He
played clarinet for 30 years
with Emperor Norton's Jazz
Band and other groups.

1954

Luke A. "Bud"
Scurich,April20, 2010.The
Watsonville native served in
the Army and later worked in
the family insurance agency.

Survived by children Antone
L. Scurich '81, Elizabeth
Powers '.84, Michael G.
Scurich '84, and Ramona M.
Scurich '89.

for United Technologies. He
then founded a business
selling real estate and
brokering loans in the Lake
Tahoe area.

1956 John R. Giglio, Dec.
21, 2009.

W. David Oke Jr., Feb.
8, 2010. A Menlo Park
advertising executive, he
died at 65. Born in Michigan,
he was a cofounder of The
Roanoke Company, and held
numerous positions in his
nearly four decades there.

Anthony Matthew Ruso,
April 1, 2010. Born in 1933,
he was a strong supporter of
local agriculture, especially
the strawberry industry, and
worked for both Growers'
Frozen Foods and Smuckers.

1960

Larry D. Kinser,
March 21, 2010. Born in
1938 in French Camp, Calif.,
and raised in Stockton, he
worked in sales and marketing
at Sears, Xerox, and Gallo
Winery. His entrepreneurial
ventures included a financial
planning business, a resort,
and a mini-mart.

1961 Richard

"Dick"
Siegfried, March 6, 2010.
Born in San Francisco, he
spent most of his life on the
Peninsula. He was a corporate
attorney for AT&T and an
active member of Saratoga
civic government.

1962 Jbmes Gilbert Lea
J.D., March 27, 2010. The
Little Rock, Ark., native set the
world record in the 440-yard
dash at 45.8 seconds in 1956.
He practiced law in the San
Jose area.
John Vincent Regan
M.A., March 12, 2010. His
69 years were filled with a
passion for art and cooking,
writing children's books, bird
watching, and daily walks with
his wife through their suburban
D.C. neighborhood.
'
1963 Daniel J. Fitzgerald,
Jan. 19, 2010. Born in 1942
in San Francisco, he had a
larger-than-life personality,
reflected in the generosity
he showed to all he met.

1966

Francis Donald
Hardy MBA, March 8, 2010.
Born in Brooklyn, N.Y., in
1931 he flew B-47s in the Air
Fore~ and worked on the Titan
Solid Rocket Motor program

196 7 Roger Moore
Crosby II MBA, March 28,
2010. A long-time resident
of Santa Rosa, he served in
the Army and, in reserves,
rose to the rank of captain.
He was employed by ChemPure Service, Fairchild
Semiconductor, Information
Storage Systems, and
Hewlett-Packard.
1969 Shirlene Ann Soto,
Oct. 23, 2009. Born in 1947
in San Luis Obispo, she
wrote books and articles,
was a savvy businesswoman,
mastered two languages,
and taught at universities
including Cal Poly, University
of New Mexico, College of the
Canyons, and UCLA.
1970 Andrew J. Bataille,
April 2, 2010. Born in
Altadena, Calif., in the Navy he
served on the USS Enterprise
during the Vietnam War.
Melvin Schult MBA, Jan. 8,
2010. He was a veteran of
the Air Force and a financial
officer for Beaver Coaches and
RDC Machining.

1972 Theresa

Louise
Pfeiffer J.D., Feb. 25, 2010.
From Almaden Valley, she
worked for more than 30 years
as a lawyer and advocate for
the "little guy."

1973 Julia F. Grant,
March 16, 2010. Born in
Berkeley, Calif., in 1952, she
practiced real estate law in
New York City and later in
Stamford, Conn.
1975 Clem Bosch J.D.,
Jan. 19, 2010. Born in 1938,
in Istanbul, Turkey, he was a
corporate lawyer.

Abby Sobrato '83 died on May 27 after an
eight-month battle with pancreatic cancer. She
was 49 years old. The president of the Walden
West Foundation, which supports the Walden
West Science Center, she was actively involved in
philanthropy and served as a member of the SCU
Board of Regents and on the Alumni National Board,
as well as on advisory boards for the lgnatian Center for Jesuit Education
and the de Saisset Museum. She was the wife of John M. Sobrato
'83, mother of John M. Sobrato '10 and Jeff M. Sobrato '11, and
daughter-in-law of John A. Sobrato '60.

1976 Florence Muniz
Sprague, April 27, 2010. She
served as a cadet nurse in a
military hospital.

cure cancer and infectious
diseases.

1994 Craig Hampton, Jan.
29, 2010. Born in 1971 and
raised in Simi Valley, Calif.,
he worked in the software
solutions business.

1980 Edward H. Atwell,
Jan. 16, 2010. Ra~ed in
Sunnyvale, he was a certified
public accountant and
was employed at Cascade
Microtech Inc.

1997 Lisa D. Telford M.A.
'10, April 7, 2010. She would
have completed her studies for
a master's in counseling
psychology this spring.

1983 Philip Chike
Nchekwube MBA, March
8, 2010. A native of Nigeria,
he moved to the United
States in 1979. He worked
as an accountant at Xerox;
an attorney in Washington,
D.C.; a business owner of
three GNC stores; a deputy
prosecutor; and a professor
at St. Francis University in
Indiana.

2000

Michael Benedict
Miller, March 1, 2010. The
San Carlos resident worked
for Wells Fargo Bank, served
as a law clerk in Federal
Bankruptcy Court, and staff
attorney for Customs and
Border Protection.

2002

Jaime LaguetteStevens, Jan. 16, 2010. Born
in 1979 in Santa Barbara, she
excelled in all her endeavors,
including academics and a
career in retail.

1986 Michelle Kenealey
Corbett, Jan. 26, 2010. She
enjoyed spending time with
her large group of family and
friends, cooking, traveling, and
socializing.

2005 Nathaniel A. Reyes,
April 15, 2010. He worked
at Bank of America, llog Inc.,
and for the Stanford University
Libraries as a software
developer until his untimely
death.

William F. "Bill" Weitz Jr.
MBA, March 31, 2010. Born
in 1951 in Pittsburgh, Penn.,
he served in the Navy as an
electronics technician (196973) aboard the USS Seattle.
He enjoyed a long career
in talent management with
various high-tech companies
in Silicon Valley, including
Watkins-Johnson, KLA Tencor,
Yahoo, and Solectron.

1988 Teresa Marie

Biegel,

March 25, 2010. Raised in
Salt Lake City, she worked
St f d Medical Center,
at an or
HHMI, Novartis, and Roche
supporting research to
SANTA
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Lorene Stevenson
M.A., Dec. 9, 2009. Born in
Turlock, Calif., she taught in
the Campbell Union School
District for 40 years.
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IN MEMORIAM:

PaulLocatelli,S.J.
Death of a Brother Jesuit

By Gerald McKevitt, S.J.

But Paul's world stretched far
beyond the Mission gardens. As a
post-Vatican II Catholic, he eagerly
embraced the Church's call to action on
behalf of the world's have-nots. When
the Sociery of Jesus challenged members of the Ignatian family to demonstrate their religious faith by caring
for the marginalized, Paul joined the
charge. Justice and solidarity became
his passions. "We cannot be an ivory
at the place, arriving as a student in
rower," he insisted. Thus the institution
1956, returning as a Jesuit and profesbecame known for its commitment to
sor of accounting in 1974, and then
the three C's (competence, conscience,
quickly moving up the administrative
and compassion), concepts adapted
ladder as assistant dean of the business
from a talk given by the
school, academic
Jesuit superior general,
vice president, presiPeter-Hans Kolvenbach,
dent, and chancel"People are
that became the driving
lor. His competitive
h
,,
force of his presidency and
so great, e
spirit impelled him
a significant expansion of
to raise the national
would whisper
Santa Clara's educational
profile of his alma
mISSIOn.
in gratitude.
mater by pushing
When Paul Locatelli
to lift academic
Indeed they are.
prepared to resign the presiperformance and
dency of the Universiry, the
co finding ways
Board of Trustees appointed
to establish Santa
a committee co search for
Clara's uniqueness in American higher
a successor. We spent hours talking
education. The Universiry's three cento folks from the various constituenters of distinction, for example, testify
cies of the Universiry about what they
co that effort. A highly effective fundsought in a new president. While many
raiser, he channeled revenues to increasof the desired qualities were predicting the Universiry's endowment, and
able, one surprised me: People sought
he resolved early on in his presidency
not merely an able administrator but
not to erect buildings until they could
a good pastor. I had not fully realized
be paid for. Santa Clara was fortunate,
the extent of Paul's ministerial engageit has often occurred co me, to have
ment as president-witnessing marhad a president with a doctorate in
riages, baptizing babies, visiting the
accounting, especially during a time of
sick, counseling people in difficulry. "I
economic recession.

tis not death, it is dying that alarms me." Most of us can
sympathize with those words of the philosopher Montaigne, ~ut
they were foreign to Paul Locatelli. Diagnosed with pancrea~ic
cancer in mid-May, he spent the remaining two months of his
life aware of his impending demise and he accepted it. On more
than one occasion, he quietly repeated to those keeping watch
around his hospital bed Jesus' words to his disciples at the Last Supper:
"Do not let your hearts be troubled."
"I am at peace," Paul Locatelli
assured us in the midst of struggle,
"and I am not afraid of dying."
What, I ask myself, accounts for
such sereniry as life moves toward
its end? If anyone rypified the socalled Type A personaliry, it was Paul
Locatelli, S.]. I recall sitting next to
him during the '60s when, as Jesuit
seminarians, we studied philosophy
together. Piqued by a professor's hohum performance, he not infrequently
passed hastily scribbled notes to me
in the midst of a lecture on Kant or
Camus that proclaimed, in effect,
"This is boring. Let's get out of here!"
Decades later, when, as president
of Santa Clara, he found himself in
charge, no one was more eager than
he co cut discussion short at a meeting
and push for a speedy resolution. The
impulse to take charge manifested itself
even in the last month of his life when,
from his hospital bed, Paul issued directives about his funeral.
If commitment to a venture greater
than oneself makes for a happy life,
Paul found his cause in Santa Clara
Universiry. He spent 40 of his 71 years
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am president," he used co say, "but
I'm a priest first." That may explain
a comment by a local journalist two
days before Paul died. "You couldn't
measure the support Locatelli has
provided the entire Silicon Valley
region over the years," Sal Pizarro
wrote, "and you probably couldn't
count the number of people pulling
for him now."
As his illness advanced, Paul found
he could no longer accommodate
the host of visitors who sought to
see him. But he took great consolation in the hundreds of messages
that poured in from friends around
the world. When he no longer had
the energy co examine the cards and
letters, he asked me to read them
co him. "People are so great," he
would whisper in gratitude. Indeed
they are. When a memorial Mass
was celebrated in the Mission on the
morning of his death, the church was
thronged with folks come co pray for
him. And on the evening of July 16,
the Mission gardens overflowed with
people come co his funeral Mass. If
his example taught me anything it
was that the capaciry to be enriched
by loving others is a trait that trumps
all others in creating a successful and
contented life.
Reconciliation with God and with
one's fellows does not guarantee a
happy death, but it helps. One of the
more difficult decisions Paul and the
trustees had to make during his presidency was co terminate football. I was
working in Washington, D.C., in early
1993, when he came co town for a
meeting and mentioned that he would
announce the end of the sport when
he returned to California a few days
later. He realized the decision would
not be well-received in all quarters, but
he did not anticipate the personal pain
it would cause him in the years·ahead.
And yet, as he lay dying, he received
notes from some of those who had

opposed the decision. One evening,
when he was too weak to peruse his
mail, I read him a card from an alumnus who warmly thanked him for all
he had done for the Universiry. When
I looked up, Paul's eyes were brimming
with tears. The note had been penned
by an alumnus who had opposed the
football decision and now signed himself, "your brother in Christ." Even as
he exited life, Paul Locatelli was carried along on a river of love.
Ultimately, a life finished peacefully is a divine gift. A wise Jesuit once
told me, belief is not belief until you
exercise reliance upon God-until, like
Peter, you walk on water and do what
you cannot do. In the end, Paul learned
to walk on water by courageously handing himself over to his Creator in total
trust. Although puzzled that his life was

SANTA

ending so soon, he never complained.
Instead, he said softly toward the end,
"It's all a gift." He had done his best,
he was sorry if he had hurt anyone, and
he looked forward to what lay mysteriously ahead. He was a believer, and as
a trusting Christian, he found comfort
in St. Paul's words: "Eye has not seen,
ear not heard, nor the human heart
conceived, what God has prepared for
those who love him."
Gerald McKevitt, S.J., is the Ignacio
Ellacurfa, S.J., University Professor of
History.

Share your memories of Fr. Locatelli and read
tributes by others at www.scu.edu/locatelli, and
read more in the next issue of this magazine.
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